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ABSTRACT

EMBEDDED PROCESSOR FOR REMOTE LABORATORY
DEVELOPMENT

Hemanth Kumar Kachadimangalam Ramakrishnan, M.S.
Department of Electrical Engineering
Northern Illinois University, 2017
Dr. Veysel Demir, Director

Laboratories provide students with utmost practical experience thereby significantly
increasing their knowledge and skills, however, traditional laboratories are not available and
accessible by students all the time. An alternative solution is a remote laboratory since it allows
flexibility in accessing to the available resources wherever and whenever the students need.
This thesis presents development of a simple remote laboratory facility using an embedded
processor where the embedded processor replaces the function of a computer. Raspberry Pi, which
is a cheap yet powerful and easy to program platform, is used as the embedded processor to access
and manipulate the experiments as well as function as a web server to allow remote access to the
experiments. The system supports bidirectional data flow between the user and the experiments
for controlling and monitoring the experiments including live streaming. One of the novel features
of the system is a remote programming functionality in which users can write their own code,
upload, and execute remotely. Two experiments are developed to demonstrate the proposed remote
laboratory concept. The thesis discusses the software and hardware tools used to develop the
remote laboratory, safety features incorporated, and performance characteristics of the developed
system.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things (IoT) can be defined as interconnection of uniquely identifiable
embedded computing devices within the existing internet infrastructure or as interconnection of
various sensors and actuators to the internet where the devices are intelligently linked together
enabling new forms of communication between things and people and between things themselves
[1]. The IoT has added a new dimension to the world of communication technologies integrated
with information. Now anyone from anywhere at any time can have connectivity and it is expected
these connections will extend and create a dynamic network. The development of IoT is expected
to revolutionize a major variety of sectors from transportation, healthcare, automation, energy,
financial services to nanotechnology [2]. As an example, IoT technology can be vastly used to
develop smart homes to provide comfort, intelligence and improve the quality of life. All the
devices at home such as lighting, air-conditioning, home security and entertainment are now being
connected to the Internet so that they can be controlled remotely from anywhere across the globe.
Not only the control but monitoring of these devices also is possible such as temperature
monitoring, energy consumption monitoring, and so on. Hence this will contribute to overall cost
reduction and save energy.
Three major types of IoT systems are: computer-based, standalone and hybrid systems. A
computer-based system is one which requires a computer to run all the time. This increases the
cost as well as power consumption. A standalone system operates without a computer though it
may use a computer for programming. These systems can have the same features as computerbased systems. Standalone systems are built to execute specific tasks which reduces the cost, and
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they are built compatible per the requirements and are known for their reliability. If a major error
occurs, the unit will restart within a few seconds. It will resume operating within a minute after
power is restored. A system comprising of both standalone and computer based properties is
known as a hybrid system, which can be tagged as a separate category or a subsystem of standalone
systems. It does all the work a computer based system can do with low cost and high reliability
[3].
Traditional laboratories involve the user to directly interact with the equipment for
performing certain actions like turning the switch on/off, adjusting the rotary knob and
manipulating the equipment with hand, and receiving audio, visual, or tactile feedback. The remote
laboratory functions like a traditional laboratory in the presence of a remote infrastructure. The
remote infrastructure is a new layer that connects both the user and the laboratory equipment. It is
responsible for sending and receiving information from the equipment. It also provides a user
interface that allows the equipment to be operated [4].
This project presents a low-cost control and monitoring system using Raspberry Pi, and its
inbuilt server. This allows one to control and monitor lab equipment over the web from remote
locations. The proposed system does not require a dedicated server/PC thereby providing a lowcost way to control and monitor. Open-source software provides an added advantage in designing
this laboratory, and hence Python was used on the Linux-based operating system.

1.1 Literature Review
Students have an increasing demand for remote laboratories. Students can access the
remote laboratories at their own schedule and from their own location. These labs also enable
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universities to be cost effective by offering them globally. Finally, remote laboratories appear to
be an effective learning method for students.
A similar project has been performed and presented at a conference recently in 2016 [5].
The project is an implementation of a remote lab using Raspberry Pi. This paper presents a
multiuser based remote laboratory using an embedded server. This system consists of two web
servers. One is a computer server which serves a homepage and user management, and another is
an embedded web server which serves the user interface to control the lab module microcontroller.
An Arduino Uno is also used to collect data from the sensors which are also connected to the
microcontroller to transmit data to the user interface. The main drawback of this system is that the
use of an additional computer as a web server increases the cost of the entire system. Also, the
article does not clearly mention how the system can be operated as multiuser and how all the
resources are allocated when multiple users are logged in.
In another work [6], a cost-effective method to develop a process control remote laboratory
for education that can be achieved using low-cost hardware was presented. Raspberry Pi acts as a
backbone by providing network access to each experiment node implemented using Arduino
boards and supported by Internet Protocol(IP) cameras for live streaming. The Arduino boards
along with the Ethernet shields act as the experiment servers. Hyper-Text Markup Language
(HTML), JavaScript, Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP), MySQL are used for the server
implementation, and JSON and C are used for data transfer and micro-controller programming
respectively. The remote experiments include three thermal plants, one magnetic levitation, and
one hydraulic tank system. All the control algorithms are performed by the Arduino. Control
mechanisms like Proportional (P), Proportional–Integral (PI), or Proportional–Integral–Derivative
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(PID), polynomial transfer function, and relays can be chosen for tuning the parameters of the
system. This system provides a base to develop future remote laboratory design and development.
Many students are offered online courses of which many require access to hardware or
software. When remotely operating these hardware or software present in the laboratory, students
face problems such as needing licenses. A proceeding from the ASEE Annual conference presents
various methods universities implemented to address the remote laboratory part of their online
programs. The potential merits and demerits of the programs were also discussed. By the end of
2011, about 6.1 million students had enrolled for a minimum of one online course. While in 2007,
it was only 3.94 million students up from 1.6 million students in 2002.
This proceeding also discussed the two types of online courses: one which requires
software and the other which is based on hardware. It mentions several software packages available
for online learning that are free from licensing issues and many organizations provide student
versions of the same packages. While for the hardware based exercises, access can be provided
through the following methods: a lab kit, use of Virtual Private Network (VPN), or creating a
remote learning area. VPN is responsible for providing direct access to hardware and software
systems located at the host university campus [7].
A new architecture providing multi-user access to the remote laboratory using an
embedded web server for experiments using MCS-51 microcontroller system is presented [8]. The
main aim of the design is to have reduced power consumption, low-cost, high performance, and
small size. This architecture features several experiment modules. In this system design, two
experimental modules are setup based on the AT89S52 embedded microcontroller. Each
experiment module is supported by an IP camera for observing. Raspberry Pi acts as an embedded
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web server gateway for the entire system. A new user needs to register, then login and make a
reservation to perform the experiment. If the schedule is free, then the user or a group of users can
perform the experiment. The administrator provides chat functionality to assist the users with any
questions in the time slot reserved by the user and approved by the administrator. This system also
provides certain test results on the performance of the embedded web server, experiment modules,
and the factors related to green computing, thereby improving collaborative work and scalability.
From the IEEE conference paper [9], a low-cost remote laboratory featuring a fish tank and
implementing them in schools was discussed. Since schools cannot afford high budgets to deploy
remote laboratories, they rely on small and inexpensive hardware to implement them. In this
experiment, the user can view the fish in the tank, turn the tank lights on/off, and control the air
pump as well as the motor. A new architecture provides remote access to the fish tank. The lowcost architecture presented in Figure 1 is directly connected to the WebLab-Deusto server. This
low-cost server replaces the laboratory server and the experiment server in Figure 1.
The remote laboratory implemented in the school makes use of the server from WebLabDeusto, an initiative of the University of Deusto. The system in the school uses a Raspberry Pi to
develop the remote laboratory, and the webpages are hosted through the WebLab-Deusto website.
The experiment can be accessed from their website, which reduces the hosting cost for the school.
In terms of software, open-source tools like Python, HTML, and JavaScript Object Notation
(JSON) are used to reduce costs. The collaboration between these small remote laboratories and
the universities provides the schools with access to a wider diversity of experiments. Students can
think innovatively by accessing materials that are not available in their schools.
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Figure 1: Low-cost server architecture implementation.
(Image Source: [9])

1.2 Goals/Objectives
 The main goal of this thesis is to develop a low-cost remote laboratory.
 To accomplish this, a simple yet effective design compared to the traditional versions needs to
be developed.
 To provide basic experiment setups like controlling an LED, manipulating text on 16x2 LCD
display, water level control, etc.
 Serving as an easy to learn platform for students.
 Provides an opportunity to learn programming Raspberry Pi.
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The main aspect of a remote laboratory is to have a two-way communication between the
remote user and the laboratory experiment. To accomplish this, an application must be created to
integrate the server side and the user side. A solution to this is to use a freely available generalpurpose programming language, like Python. Additional tools like Flask, JavaScript, and HTML
make the implementation much easier. Providing Graphical User Interface (GUI) also facilitates
better communication between the user and the equipment as well as tackles the problem of
accessibility. Using these open-source tools makes it cost effective and more efficient.

2 REMOTE LABORATORY USING PYTHON AND FLASK
2.1 Raspberry Pi
Raspberry Pi (Figure 2) is a miniaturized computer that performs the task of an embedded
processor as well as a webserver [10]. The operating system being used in Raspberry Pi is based
on Linux and it had a significant impact on the experiment results. The Raspberry Pi requires 5V
DC to operate. This is achieved by using an AC/DC (110V/5V) adapter. It can also be hooked up
to a monitor so that it can function like a computer along with a keyboard and a mouse. The
commands used in the terminal provide access to all tools in Python, which makes the integration
of I/O devices easier. Flask is a web framework written in Python. Other tools in Python, like
Tkinter, Pygame, and wxpython, can be used for designing the GUI. Python is used in Raspberry
Pi to program the server as well as for integrating the inputs and outputs to the GUI through Flask.
The GUI is developed using HTML and JavaScript and presented to the remote user.

Figure 2: Raspberry Pi B+.
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2.2 Arduino
Arduino is an open-source electronics platform that can read inputs like temperature,
pressure, and generate outputs: for instance, it can be used to activate a fan or turn on an LED
using easy to use hardware and software. Arduino programming language is used to write the
instructions to the microcontroller in the Arduino board using the Arduino Software Integrated
Development Environment (IDE). Many projects worldwide use Arduino and the major users are
students, hobbyists, artists, programmers, and even professionals in other fields. Arduino is also
being used for IoT applications, wearables, 3-D printing, and embedded environments. Arduino is
easy to use for all users from beginners to professionals, and it is available at low-cost, providing
the ability to build low-cost projects. The main advantages of using Arduino are it is inexpensive,
cross-platform (e.g., they can run on Windows, Mac, and Linux operating systems) a simple and
clear programming environment, open-source, and has extensible hardware and software [11].
Figure 3 represents an Arduino Uno.

Figure 3: Arduino Uno.
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2.3 Python
Python is a widely-used, interpreted, object-oriented, and high-level programming
language for general purpose programming. It is one of the scripting languages easily available to
develop software based on internet applications. Python is a simple, easy to understand syntax
programming that emphasizes readability and thereby reduces the cost of program maintenance.
Several modules and packages are supported by Python. These modules and packages support
program modularity and code reuse. As Python software is an open-source tool, it has a wide
variety of modules, exceptions, high-level dynamic data types, classes, and interfaces. Python
determines the scope of a block based on its indentation. Python provides increased productivity
since there is no compilation and the debugging is incredibly fast. Python code is typically 3-5
times shorter than Java code and 5-10 times shorter than C++ code, which is due to its inbuilt highlevel data types and its dynamic typing. Python has a huge number of applications and the Python
Package Index has thousands of third-party modules for Python [12].

2.4 Remote Access
Raspberry Pi runs on Raspbian operating system, which is based on Debian. It also has a
built-in webserver, Apache. It allows Raspberry Pi to render webpages for the client-side GUI.
The webpages are hosted on the local network of the Raspberry Pi. The main goal of the present
work is to allow the experiment to be controlled remotely. The GUI provides controls as well as
monitors the experiment through its I/O devices and remote users have better access to the features
of the system. JavaScript allows the requests to be sent from the client to Raspberry Pi through
JSON data. The Python script is compiled and executed by Raspberry Pi. Flask is responsible for
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compiling all the Python scripts and HTML files and performs the required action. Figure 4 shows
how the remote access is achieved in this system and depicts the block diagram of the entire
software system that is used in this project. It consists of two parts, namely the server side and the
client side. The server side includes the Flask application and the Apache server engine. The client
side represents the GUI interface created using web technologies, like HTML, JavaScript, and
CSS.

Figure 4: Software block diagram and information flow.
The Flask extensions post the GUI on the website. This is achieved through the application
of HTML, JavaScript, and CSS to develop a well-designed GUI. These GUIs can be accessed on
any device, like mobile phones, computers, and tablets.
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2.5 Flask
Flask is a micro web framework that provides a solid core with basic services, based on
Python. The other services are provided by its extensions. Flask has two major dependencies:
Werkzeug and Jinga2. The Werkzeug is responsible for routing, debugging, and Web Server
Gateway Interface (WSGI) subsystems, while the Jinga2 provides template support. Flask supports
databases, web forms, authentication, and other high-level tasks by the application of its
extensions. Flask extensions are readily available to integrate with the core packages and not all
extensions need to be installed. Only the extensions that were required for the project were selected
and installed for better efficiency and storage conservation.
The web server is used to pass all the requests it receives from the clients to the application
instance object for handling using a protocol. Clients request the web server for specific functions.
The request is redirected to the Flask application. The application has already made mapping to
Python functions to return the request from the URLs. The association between a URL and the
function that handles it is called a route [13].
Bootstrap, an open-source framework from Twitter, provides user interface components to
create amazing webpages that are compatible with all the current web browsers. Since it is a clientside framework, the server is not involved with it. The server should provide HTML responses to
reference the Bootstrap’s cascading style sheets (CSS) and JavaScript. All these are done in the
templates [13].
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2.6 Software Flowchart
The remote connection is successful only when there is a two-way communication between
the user and the remote equipment. The communication is achieved through a set of codes written
on the server; in our case, the Raspberry Pi. The code to control the equipment with Raspberry Pi
is written first. Once this device or equipment is connected to and controlled/monitored by the Pi,
access is provided to the webpage created specifically for that equipment. The webpage provides
users with additional functionalities to control/monitor the connected equipment. For example,
LEDs are connected to Raspberry Pi. These LEDs can be controlled individually or by using
functions, like turning them on in ascending or descending order. Pulse Width Modulation (PWM)
functions are also provided for the user to control the LEDs.
In Figure 5, we can see the entire flow of information from the user to the system and back
to the user as feedback. Step 1 indicates the user is controlling the device from the webpage. This
reaches the HTML script that runs the webpage from where it is routed to the Python code, as in
Step 2. In the next step, the Python code controls the device selected by the user from the GUI.
Once the device populates the information, it sends information back to the Python code (Step 4).
This in turn is interpreted and sent back to the HTML script (Step 5) as well as logged into a data
file available to users for offline analysis. Now the data is processed by the script and is shown as
output in the GUI (Step 6).
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Figure 5: Software flowchart of the system.
For log file downloading, almost the same procedure is followed (Steps 7 – 10), with the
only difference being that the Python code returns a file as a response, which is then downloaded
to the user’s local system.

3 INTEGRATING MULTIPLE EXPERIMENTS
3.1 Integration
Integration is a process where both the experiments mentioned in Chapters 4 and 5 are
combined using another Raspberry Pi, which acts as a main server to interconnect both the
experiments through a single webpage. This Raspberry Pi acts as a gateway to the performed
experiments.
The block diagram in Figure 6 represents how the integration is carried out. Raspberry Pi
2 and 3 are the ones by which the experiments are connected and controlled. Raspberry Pi 1 runs
another server individually that acts as a home for the remote laboratory, providing links to
experiments 1 and 2.

Figure 6: Block diagram showing integrating multiple experiments.
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The webpage that opens when we browse to the IP address of Raspberry Pi 1 is shown in
Figure 7. The links to each experiment are provided separately. Once the user clicks on a certain
experiment, the user is redirected to the particular experiment. If the “Home” tab on the navigation
is clicked, it redirects the user to the main webpage where the user can select the experiment again.

Figure 7: Integrated webpage.
The flowchart in Figure 8 represents the complete top to bottom flow of data or commands
that depict through the designed webpages for each of the experiments. This flowchart explains
how both the experiments are designed and how the input and output devices are connected to each
other. Each experiment provides a set of user interfaces that provide access to all the input and
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output devices connected to it. Apart from the I/O devices, these experiments also provide the user
with live streaming through the Raspberry Pi camera and downloadable log data from the
experiments through sensors.

Figure 8: Structural flowchart of the developed system.

3.2 Operating Instructions
The web application is initiated by starting the server directly from the location of the
application. To run the application, the user needs to open the terminal and go to the directory
where the application is located.
cd Integration

//changing from current directory to RemoteLab directory

Once the application directory has been opened, the server can be started. To start the
server, the main application file named app.py should be executed.
python app.py

Once the server is started, the IP address that is displayed on the terminal needs to be
manually copied from the terminal or typed in to the URL of the browser.

4 REMOTELY PROGRAMMABLE EMBEDDED PROCESSOR WITH
INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICES
4.1 Introduction
Remote upload is a method in which users/clients can upload their own Python programs
to Raspberry Pi and verify the outputs. The experiment setup contains two input devices, ultrasonic
and temperature sensors, and three output devices: Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs), a 16x2 Liquid
Crystal Display (LCD), and a servo motor. One of the better ways to provide easy access to remote
laboratories is using freely available open-source programming like Python. The uploaded
programs can either include the input and the output devices or rather be simple Python programs.
Raspberry Pi acts as an embedded processor and is the main part of the system. Raspberry Pi is
responsible for managing data between the input and output devices. The Raspberry Pi camera is
also used for streaming live video to the remote user.

4.2 Block Diagram
The system consists of three main sections: Experiment, Web Server and Live Streaming,
and Remote User, as shown in Figure 9. The experiment setup contains two input devices,
ultrasonic and temperature sensors and three output devices: LEDs, a 16x2 LCD, and a servo
motor. This figure also shows that Raspberry Pi is the webserver that communicates the webpages
to the client. For internet access, Raspberry Pi is connected to the network through an ethernet
cable.
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Figure 9: Block diagram of remotely programmable Raspberry Pi.

4.3 Hardware Design
The main design aspect of the system is that it can be programmed from anywhere, and
anytime. Raspberry Pi is responsible for managing data between the input and output devices.
Input devices include temperature and ultrasonic sensors, and output devices include LEDs, a 16x2
LCD module, and a servo motor.
The electrical schematics in Figure 10 show how the input and output devices connect to
the Raspberry Pi. Raspberry Pi invokes its inbuilt web server at startup. Raspberry Pi has 40 pins.
Out of these 40 pins, 26 are GPIO pins. They provide both 5V and 3.3V power outputs. Once the
server is started, the remote user can have access to the system. An important feature incorporated
in this system is that remote users/students can upload their own program to check for outputs.
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Figure 10: Schematic diagram of the developed system.
The Raspberry Pi camera is also used for streaming live video to the remote user over the
GUI. This feature also serves as a feedback to the uploaded program in real time. Figure 11
represents the physical layout of the designed system.
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Figure 11: Layout of the designed system.

4.4 Graphical User Interface
The main goal of this thesis is to allow the experiment to be controlled remotely. Each
input and output device have its own GUI where it can either be monitored or controlled. The GUI,
as in Figure 12, represents temperature monitoring and LED control. Here the room in which the
experiment is setup is under observation and its temperature is measured and displayed on the
webpage through text and graphics. Five LEDs are connected to the system and each LED can be
controlled individually as well as together using specific functions, like making LEDs glow in
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ascending or descending order or by implementing PWM to demonstrate increasing and decreasing
brightness levels.

Figure 12: GUI for LEDs and temperature sensor.
The next GUI in Figure 13 represents the control for the LCD. Here the remote user can
send text from the webpage to be displayed on the LCD module connected to the system. The LCD
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module is integrated using the Adafruit LCD library. To send text from the webpage, the user
needs to simply type in the desired text in the textbox and click “Submit.” As a feedback, the text
sent is also displayed at the bottom of the page. To provide a live feedback, the user is also entitled
to live streaming provided by the Raspberry Pi camera.

Figure 13: GUI for controlling 16x2 LCD module.
To control the servo motor and to monitor obstacle distance through the ultrasonic sensor,
another GUI has been designed, as shown in Figure 14. The obstacle is placed around the ultrasonic
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sensor at various distances. The ultrasonic sensor is mounted on a servo motor to measure the
obstacles at various distances. The servo motor is controlled either by duty cycle or by angle. Duty
cycle represents the amount of “ON Time” per interval. It is usually represented in percentage, as
shown in Figure 15.

Figure 14: GUI for ultrasonic sensor and servo motor.
A few options for duty cycle and angle are provided for the servo motor to be controlled.
The maximum angle of mobility of the servo motor is 180 degrees. The movement can be observed
in the live streaming window.
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Figure 15: Duty cycle representation.

The GUI in Figure 16 is an important prerequisite for the remote upload feature provided
in the system. It shows how each input/output device is connected to the Raspberry Pi’s GeneralPurpose Input/Output (GPIO). Separate files are provided for each device to clearly show its
operation. Apart from example files for the devices connected, other files include basic Python
programming functions to learn the basics about Python. In the Instructions column, the basic
instructions as to how to operate the entire system are provided along with a document that
indicates how each GUI functions, the connection diagrams, and the code for each of the input and
the output devices.
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Figure 16: GUI for operating instruction and example files.

Another important feature of this system is remote upload. The user can upload their own
program to Raspberry Pi using the GUI represented in Figure 17. The upload form accepts only
*.py format for it to execute the program file once it is uploaded. Once the “Execute” button is
clicked, the uploaded file is executed and either the errors or the output of the program is displayed
in the “Execution Output” tab in the GUI. The two graphs in Figure 17 represent data from the
temperature and the ultrasonic sensor. These data were logged into a file and are available for
download by remote users to perform offline analysis of the experiment. All the GUI with
controlling or monitoring ability have an advantage of providing the remote user with feedback
through live streaming.
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Figure 17: GUI for remote upload and data log.

4.5 Operating Instructions
The web application is initiated by starting the server directly from the location of the
application. To run the application, the user needs to open the terminal and go to the directory
where the application is located.
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cd RemoteLab

//changing from current directory to RemoteLab directory

Once the application directory has been opened, the server can be started. To start the
server, the main application file named app.py should be executed.
python app.py
Once the server is started, the IP address that is displayed on the terminal is the one which
needs to be copied to the URL in the browser. The IP address is the IP that is assigned to the
Raspberry Pi by the local network. Once the server is started, the client can now access the
webpage from any computer in the network at http://10.158.161.64:5000/, where 10.158.161.64 is
the external IP address of the Raspberry Pi running the server. Since this experiment is integrated
into a single system, as mentioned in Chapter 3, the above-mentioned instructions would have
been executed already and would be ready to access through the integrated webpage. These
instructions need to be carried out only when the experiment server has stopped responding.

5 REMOTELY CONTROLLED COUPLED TANK SYSTEM
5.1 Introduction
The main aim of the project is to design a controller based on the Raspberry Pi platform
that is used to control water level in a coupled tank system. The controller tracks the liquid level
in each tank to maintain the water level according to the user requirements. The coupled tanks
system serves as a process control experiment, allowing students to know more about modeling
and control-related laboratory experiments. It gives the students control of a real-world
application. The major content that can be learnt from this system are transfer function
representation, linearization, level control, PID, feed-forward, and control parameter tuning.
Integrating the coupled tanks to an online dashboard provides students with real-time process
control to better understand the control system [14].

5.2 Description of Coupled Tank System
The coupled tank system, as shown in Figure 18 consists of a pump with two tanks. A
pressure sensor is mounted at the bottom of each tank to measure the water level. A pump is used
to drive the water from the basin provided at the bottom. The two tanks are mounted one below
the other in such a way that the outlet of Tank 1 (top) flows into Tank 2 (bottom). The outlet from
Tank 2 flows directly into the basin at the bottom of the system. The outlets of each tank are
configurable and can be replaced by changing inserts that screw to the bottom of the tank.
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The inserts are available in three sizes: small, medium, and large. The inlets for the tanks
come from the pump and are split equally through out1 and out2 orifices. Tank 1 is also provided
with a drain tap so that flow goes directly into the reservoir. Each tank is additionally equipped
with a vertical scale (centimeters) alongside the tank to visualize the water level in each tank.

Figure 18: Image of the coupled tank system.
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5.3 System Description
The coupled tank system is connected to an amplifier from which the inputs and outputs
are connected to Raspberry Pi. This system consists of two pressure sensors mounted at the bottom
of each tank and a pump with two outlets to fill each tank from the top. Since the pressure sensors
give out analog readings, an Arduino is connected to Raspberry Pi to manipulate the sensor data.
The pump is activated through a digital signal from the Arduino. The Arduino program is executed
directly from Raspberry Pi through Python programming.
The schematic diagram, as shown in Figure 19, represents how the coupled tanks are
connected to the embedded system through the Linear Amplifier. The tank system is connected to
the amplifier using 6-pin mini DIN and 4-pin DIN to 6-pin DIN cables. From the amplifier, a 5pin DIN to 4xRCA cable is used to send the sensor data to the Arduino. The Current Sense sends
data regarding how much current is drawn by the load to the Arduino. It is connected to the
Arduino through a male RCA pin with loose ends to connect to the pins of the Arduino. The
Amplifier Command is used to control the pump and it is also connected the same way as the
Current Sense. The Raspberry Pi and the Arduino are connected through a USB cable.
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Figure 19: Schematic diagram of the designed system.

5.4 Developed Experiments
This system can be configured into 3 types of experiments. Different inlet and outlet
diameters in Tanks 1 & 2 can be setup. In this system, the hole diameter used is 2/16 th of an inch.
Each configuration is provided with a separate GUI. The minimum and maximum values for the
water level that can be maintained are 1cm and 20cm, while that for the run time of the experiment
are 30 seconds to 3 minutes. This water level is regulated to avoid overflow of the tank, which
might short the circuit present in the system. A safety measure is incorporated in the system so
that, if by any chance the water level exceeds 20cm in the tank, the system automatically turns the
pump off and the amplifier to stop mode. Another safety measure included is that if the experiment
runs in an infinite loop, it can be stopped by clicking the E-STOP button on the GUI. This button
is linked to the E-STOP of the amplifier. The E-STOP is the emergency stop feature of the
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amplifier. The GUI shown in Figure 20 shows the graphical representation of the water level in
both tanks and the load current. The GUI also provides control to turn on/off the pump. This page
also includes the safety mechanisms. Another feature provided in this system is that the user has
access to downloadable data of the water level in both tanks and the load current along with the
time and date when it was logged.

Figure 20: Pump test interface.
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5.4.1 Configuration 1
Configuration 1 is a Single Input Single Output System (SISO) where the pump feeds into
Tank 1. Tank 2 is not controlled. In this configuration as shown in Figure 21, the water level in
Tank 1 is monitored and controlled. A controller was designed to regulate or track the water level
in Tank 1.

Figure 21: Configuration 1.
The user interface as shown in Figure 22 depicts the coupled tank system. It also shows the
water level in each tank and the current drawn by the load (water pump) as graphical data. The
right column in the GUI allows the user to set the water level to be maintained in Tank 1 and the
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duration for which the experiment should run. The GUI also provides the water level and the load
current data to be downloaded once the experiment is completed.

Figure 22: Configuration 1 interface.
The experiment was executed, and sample data was collected from the system. The data
was downloaded as a log file from the provided user interface. Three water levels were taken into
consideration: 5cm, 10cm, and 15cm. Figure 23 shows the water levels (cm) in Tanks 1 & 2 and
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the load current (A) when the experiment was run to maintain the water level in Tank 1 at 5cm.
Similarly, Figure 24 and Figure 25 represent the experiment results for water levels at 10cm and
15cm respectively.
From all three graphs, we can see that once the experiment is started, the pump starts filling
the tanks. When the water level reaches the reference-level provided by the user, the controller
automatically tries to maintain the level by turning the water pump on/off. This is represented by
the blue line in part (a) of the figures. Part (b) represents the current drawn by the pump when it is
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5.4.2 Configuration 2
Configuration 2 is a State-Coupled Single Input Single Output System where the pump
feeds into Tank 1, which in turn feeds Tank 2. In this configuration, as shown in Figure 26, the
water level in Tank 2 is monitored and controlled. A controller was designed to regulate or track
the water level in Tank 2.
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Figure 26: Configuration 2.
The user interface, as shown in Figure 27, is very similar that of Configuration 1. It also
shows the water level from each tank and the current drawn by the load (water pump) as graphical
data. The right column in the GUI allows the user to set the water level to be maintained in Tank
2 and the duration for which the experiment should run. The GUI also provides the water level and
the load current data to be downloaded once the experiment is completed.
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Figure 27: Configuration 2 interface.
The experiment was executed, and sample data was collected from the system. The data
was downloaded as a log file from the provided user interface. Three water levels were taken into
consideration: 5cm, 10cm, and 15cm. Figure 28 shows the water levels (cm) in Tanks 1 & 2 and
the load current (A) when the experiment was run to maintain the water level in Tank 2 at 5cm.
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Similarly, Figure 29 and Figure 30 represent the experiment results for water levels at 10cm and
15cm respectively.
From all three graphs, we can see that once the experiment was started, the pump started
filling the tanks. When the water level reaches the reference provided by the user, the controller
automatically tries to maintain the level by turning the water pump on/off. This is represented by
the orange line in part (a) of the figures. Part (b) represents the current drawn by the pump when
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Figure 30: Configuration 2 - 15cm level.

5.4.3 Configuration 3
Configuration 3 is also a State-Coupled Single Input Single Output System where the pump
feeds into Tank 1 and Tank 2 using a split flow. In this configuration, as shown in Figure 31, the
water level in Tank 2 is monitored and controlled. A controller was designed to regulate or track
the water level in Tank 2.
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Figure 31: Configuration 3.
The user interface, as shown in Figure 32, is the same as that in Configuration 2. It also
shows the water level from each tank and the current drawn by the load (water pump) as graphical
data. The right column in the GUI allows the user to set the water level to be maintained in Tank
2 and the duration for which the experiment should run. The GUI also provides the water level and
the load current data to be downloaded once the experiment is completed.
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Figure 32: Configuration 3 interface.
The experiment was executed, and sample data was collected from the system. The data
was downloaded as a log file from the provided user interface. Three water levels were taken into
consideration: 5cm, 10cm, and 15cm. Figure 33 shows the water levels (cm) in Tanks 1 & 2 and
the load current (A) when the experiment was run to maintain the water level in Tank 2 at 5cm,
the only difference between configuration 2 and 3 being that the pump filled both tanks
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simultaneously. Similarly, Figure 34 and Figure 35 represent the experiment results for water
levels at 10cm and 15cm respectively.
From all three graphs, we can see that once the experiment was started, the pump starts
filling the tanks. When the water level reaches the reference level provided by the user, the
controller automatically tries to maintain the level by turning the water pump on/off. This is
represented by the orange line in part (a) of the figures. Tank 1 level stays at 0 since the input flow
rate is now split and is fed to tank 2. The input flow rate is equal to that of the output flow rate of
tank 1. Part (b) represents the current drawn by the pump when it is used by the controller
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5.5 Operating Instructions
The web application is initiated by starting the server directly from the location of the
application. To run the application, the user needs to open the terminal and go to the directory
where the application is located.
cd Tanks //changing from current directory to Tanks directory
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Once the application directory has been opened, the server can be started. To start the
server, the main application file named app.py should be executed.
python app.py
Once the server is started, the IP address that is displayed on the terminal is the one which
needs to be copied to the URL in the browser. The IP address is the IP that is assigned to the
Raspberry Pi by the local network. Once the server is started, the client can now access the
webpage from any computer in the network at http://10.158.161.17:5000/, where 10.158.161.17 is
the external IP address of the Raspberry Pi running the server. Since this experiment is integrated
into a single system, as mentioned in Chapter 3, the above-mentioned instructions would have
been executed already and would be ready to access through the integrated webpage. These
instructions need to be carried out only when the experiment server has stopped responding.

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
6.1 Evaluation Platform and Method
The system evaluation is carried out using a load testing and a benchmarking tool. Apache
Bench is a benchmarking tool to evaluate the Apache HTTP (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol) server.
It shows how many requests the Apache server can serve [15]. Since the default server on
Raspberry Pi is an Apache server, Apache Bench is used. Siege, a load testing tool as well as a
benchmarking utility, measures how the server stands up to the load from the users through the
internet [16].
A basic setup that demonstrates how the load testing and benchmarking is carried out is
depicted in Figure 36. Two users are connected to Raspberry Pi through the webpages provided
by Raspberry Pi over the local area network (LAN). The equipments used in the experiments are
also connected to the webpage through Raspberry Pi. The testing and the benchmarking is done
from the client’s computer using its terminal (command prompt). These tests provide information
like the number of requests processed, the total time taken to process all the requests, the time
taken to process each request, number of passed/failed requests, and the number of users currently
accessing the server.
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Figure 36: Evaluation system platform
The performance analysis is conducted using a set of commands carried out by Apache
Bench and Siege.
siege -u https://10.158.161.64:5000/ -d1 -r10 -c25

This command uses Siege to evaluate certain metrics. Executing this command provides
the following results (This result here is just an example as to how the command functions):
..Siege 2.65 2017/05/11 13:42:16
..Preparing 25 concurrent users for battle.
The server is now under siege...done
Transactions: 250 hits
Elapsed time: 14.67 secs
Data transferred: 448000 bytes
Response time: 0.43 secs
Transaction rate: 17.04 trans/sec
Throughput: 30538.51 bytes/sec
Concurrency: 7.38
Status code 200: 250
Successful transactions: 250
Failed transactions: 0
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In this example, -c25 represents the number of simulated users with 10 repetitions from
each user represented by -r10, giving a total of 250 transactions. The only parameter considered
from this test bench is the response time. The other metrics are determined from Apache Bench.
ab -n 100 -c 10 https://10.158.161.64:5000/

This command uses Apache Bench to evaluate certain metrics. Executing this command
provides the following results (This result here is just an example as to how the command
functions):
Concurrency Level:

10

Time taken for tests:

1.889 seconds

Complete requests:

100

Failed requests:

0

Write errors:

0

Total transferred:

1003100 bytes

HTML transferred:

949000 bytes

Requests per second:

52.94 [#/sec] (mean)

Time per request:

188.883 [ms] (mean)

Time per request:

18.888 [ms] (mean, across all concurrent

requests)
Transfer rate:

518.62 [Kbytes/sec] received

Connection Times (ms)
min
Connect:
Processing:
Waiting:
Total:

mean[+/-sd] median

max

57

59

1.7

59

64

117

126

7.5

124

162

57

62

7.0

60

98

175

186

8.0

184

224

Percentage of the requests served within a certain time (ms)
50%

184

66%

186

50
75%

187

80%

188

90%

192

95%

203

98%

216

99%

224

100%

224 (longest request)

In this example, concurrency level indicates the number of users being simulated
simultaneously. Parameters like requests per second, time per request, and longest transaction are
considered for performance evaluation in the next section.
Based on the evaluation platform, certain tests have been performed on the Apache server
that serves the HTML webpages along with the JSON object data carrying the real-time sensor
and current values from the system. The evaluation was performed with two users accessing the
resource at the same time. Five different parameters are considered for evaluation:


Users – Users represent the number of users that are concurrently being simulated to test the
system’s performance.



Requests per second – This is the number of requests per second. This is obtained by dividing
the number of requests by the total time taken.



Time per request – This is the average time spent per request.



Response time – This is the mean time the server takes to respond to the simulated requests.



Longest transaction – This is the longest time taken by the server to respond to the simulated
user’s request.
Table 1 shows that two users can access the system at the same time and how the system

responds to their requests. Since the system has two experiments, each user can start working on
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an individual experiment. In this way, more users can have access to the system without having to
wait for longer periods of time.
Table 1: Metrics of server evaluation for configuration 1 webpage
Users
(#)

Requests/second
(#/sec)

Time/request
(ms)

Response time
(sec)

Longest
Transaction
(sec)

2

22.27

41.2

0.02

1

Another tool, BandwidthD [17], is used to determine the amount of data that has been
transferred between the server and the client. BandwidhtD tracks the TCP/IP usage and generates
HTML files containing graphs to display the usage. These graph data are gathered based on
individual IPs and have different time intervals ranging from one day to one year.
Table 2 and Table 3 represent the data that was transmitted by the experiment servers
(10.158.161.48 and 10.158.161.49) to the main integrated server (10.158.161.46). All the data
represented are in Megabytes (Mb). Data is gathered in two different time intervals: one for 30
seconds and another for a minute. “Sent” is the amount of data transferred from the experiment
servers to the integrated servers. “Received” is the amount of data received by the integrated server
from the experiment servers. The major reason for the high rates of data is the live streaming
carried out by Raspberry Pi camera. The camera is a 5-megapixel lens configured in a .h264 format
to transmit the live streaming through the website. These rates can be lowered by using a lower
screen resolution as well as by changing it to a lower quality format.
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Table 2: Data transmitted in 30 seconds.
IP Address

Description
Total

Data (Mb)
Sent
Received

10.158.161.46

Integrated
Server

1422

295.6

1126.4

10.158.161.48

Experiment 1
(Remote
Programming)

689.4

682.3

7.1

10.158.161.49

Experiment 2
(Coupled Tank)

390.1

389.3

0.7

Table 3: Data transmitted in 1 minute.
IP Address

Description
Total

Data (Mb)
Sent
Received

10.158.161.46

Integrated
Server

3186

87.4

3443.6

10.158.161.48

Experiment 1
(Remote
Programming)

1248.3

1228.3

20

10.158.161.49

Experiment 2
(Coupled Tank)

949

945.4

3.6

The real evaluation lies when the Raspberry Pi camera is compared with that of an IP
camera of similar specifications. The IP camera also requires an internet connection or has to be
connected to the network in which experiment server is running. Using an IP camera involves an
additional IP address that must be incorporated with the experiment server. In this way, the video
being transmitted from the IP address reaches the website (gateway) of the IP camera. Then, the
video should be integrated in to the experiment server by calling the video attributes from the
gateway of the IP camera. This process is quite complicated and requires twice the amount of
bandwidth since there are two pages that transmit the same video stream.
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The next factor would be the price of the IP cameras. They cost more than thrice the cost
of the Raspberr Pi camera. If the resolution is higher, the IP cameras cost even more. The wireless
IP cameras should be configured properly to avoid interference from other access points in the
same network. Higher bandwidth is required for streaming good or high-quality videos from the
camera to any point in the network. For a HD camera at 1080p with 2MP sensor streaming at 30
frames per second in MJPEG format, a bandwidth of 12 Mbps is required to transmit video of
specified format.
Although there are advantages of using IP cameras, the Raspberry Pi camera seems to
outperform the IP cameras in terms of size, price, bandwidth requirement, integration process, and
ease of installation.

7 CONCLUSION
There are many technologies available to create an interactive web application. There are
entire books dedicated to each one. This project uses a small subset of each of these technologies
that are used to create web pages, as per requirement. This process has reduced the development
cost and design complexity compared with the traditional systems. All the hardware and software
modules were developed and tested before they were integrated as a system.
The first part of the project involves modifying the remote flash project, the one previously
designed using an Arduino microcontroller, present at the remote laboratory. The new system
utilizes a Raspberry Pi which acts as an embedded processor as well as web server. From this part
of the project the students can learn how to program the Raspberry Pi using Python from a remote
location. The students can experiment and observe the working of a 16x2 LCD, LEDs, servo
motors, an ultrasonic sensor and a temperature sensor. The GUI is designed in such a way that
each device can be monitored or controlled individually. The Raspberry Pi camera is used to
provide live streaming of the system over all the GUIs.
The second part of the project involved integration of a coupled tank to the remote lab. The
coupled tank system is configured to work into three different configurations. Each configuration
is different from others and involves maintaining the water level in each tank. The system involves
two pressure sensors and a pump. The system is also equipped with safety mechanisms to prevent
overflow of water from both tanks and to stop the system during emergency.
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The system was implemented using a Raspberry Pi which can perform all the functions of
a PC webserver, an embedded processor, and an IP camera combined, thereby reducing the cost
of the entire traditional system drastically. It is easier to set up the Raspberry Pi as a webserver to
host the GUIs designed for the system than the normal computers. The space occupied by the
developed system is much less than that of the traditional systems. The input and the output devices
interface easily with Raspberry Pi. Additionally, for the second part of the project, an Arduino
board is also used to control analog devices.
As far as the system performance is considered, the Raspberry Pi webserver responds faster
to a lower number of users as discussed in the previous chapter. This in a way helps users to access
the resources one after the other for maximum efficiency. As the number of users accessing the
system at the same time increases, the response time of the server also increases, which degrades
the performance of the system. Also, the system provides only one set of hardware. Multiple users
cannot access the system at the same time, causing the system to malfunction because it does not
know how to allocate resources to each user.
This remote laboratory can serve as a learning platform for students. Raspberry Pi
specifically provides a lot of opportunities and helps the students to learn Python programming
from anywhere, anytime.

8 FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS
This project involved integration of two systems for the remote laboratory development.
For the second part of the project, the coupled tanks, a better controller can be designed to maintain
the water level in each tank. The addition of solenoid valves can help regulate the flow of water to
each tank which in turn helps to design a better controller for the system. The access to the remote
laboratory at Northern Illinois University is not completely secure and therefore the login to the
remote laboratory can be updated with better login procedures within the developed system. Also,
the remote equipment present in the laboratory cannot be accessed by many students at the same
time. A time-based login to each remote client can be designed to avoid improper equipment
utilization.
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APPENDIX A
CODE FOR REMOTELY PROGRAMMABLE EMBEDDED PROCESSOR
Python & HTML code for homepage
//views.py
from flask import Flask, render_template, redirect,
request, url_for, flash, current_app, session, flash,
jsonify, Response
import threading
import subprocess
from . import main
from camera_pi import Camera
@main.route('/')
def index():
return render_template('index.html')
def gen(camera):
"""Video streaming generator function."""
while True:
frame = camera.get_frame()
yield (b'--frame\r\n'
b'Content-Type: image/jpeg\r\n\r\n' + frame
+ b'\r\n')
@main.route('/video_feed')
def video_feed():
"""Video streaming route. Put this in the src
attribute of an img tag."""
return Response(gen(Camera()),
mimetype='multipart/x-mixed-replace;
boundary=frame')

//base.html
{% extends "bootstrap/base.html" %}
{% block title %}NIU Remote Laboratory{% endblock %}
{% block head %}
{{ super() }}
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<link rel="shortcut icon" href="{{ url_for('static',
filename='favicon1.ico') }}" type="image/x-icon">
<link rel="icon" href="{{ url_for('static',
filename='favicon1.ico') }}" type="image/x-icon">
{% endblock %}
{% block styles %}
{{ super() }}
<style>
td {
padding: 0px
}
body{
width:806px;
margin:0 auto;
}
container1{
width:800px;
}
navbar{
width:800px;
}
</style>
{% endblock %}
{% block content %}
<table width="806px" style="background-color: #7F7D6E;">
<tr>
<td>
<div class="container1">
<img src="{{ url_for('static', filename='logo.png')
}}" alt="logo" >
</div>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>
<div class="navbar" style="background-color:#5E5C53;
margin-bottom: 0px;" role="navigation">
<ul class="nav navbar-nav">
<li><a href="{{ url_for('main.index') }}"
style="color:#FFFFFF; font-weight: bold;">Home</a>
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<li><a href="{{ url_for('control.index') }}"
style="color:#FFFFFF; font-weight: bold;">LED &
Temperature</a></li>
<li><a href="{{ url_for('lcd16x2.index') }}"
style="color:#FFFFFF; font-weight: bold;">16x2
LCD</a></li>
<li><a href="{{ url_for('ultraservo.index') }}"
style="color:#FFFFFF; font-weight: bold;">Ultra &
Servo</a></li>
<li><a href="{{ url_for('instfiles.index') }}"
style="color:#FFFFFF; font-weight: bold;">Instruction &
Files</a></li>
<li><a href="{{ url_for('remote.index') }}"
style="color:#FFFFFF; font-weight: bold;">Remote
Upload</a></li>
</ul>
</div>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
{% block page_content %}{% endblock %}
</tr>
</table>
{% endblock %}
//index.html
{% extends "base.html" %}
{% block title %}NIU Remote Laboratory{% endblock %}
{% block styles %}
{{super()}}
<style>
table, th, tr, td {
border: 2px solid black;
}
td {
padding: 0px
}
</style>
{% endblock %}
{% block scripts %}
{{super()}}
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{% endblock %}
{% block page_content %}
<table width="806px">
<tr width="800px">
<td>
<center><h3 style="color:brown; font-weight: bold;">Remote
Laboratory with Embedded Processor</h3></center>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>
<font size="4">
<p align="justify">
<br/>
This remote laboratory facility allows one to program an
embedded system from a remote location and observe the
effect of
execution on input/output devices. The embedded processor
used for this development is a Raspberry Pi and the input
output devices aretemperature sensor, LCD display, LEDs, servo motor and
ultrasonic sensor.
</p>
<p align="justify">
A graphical user interface is developed so that students
can interact with the facility with little difficulty. To
learn
about the system a few sample programs are provided. This
will allow one to execute those and observe the effect on
output devices. While
uploading a user program, the system is capable of
identifying any error in the program and sends an error
message to the user via the GUI.
The GUI is developed using open source tools like HTML,
CSS and JavaScript.
</p>
</font>
<br/>
<a href="http://10.158.161.14:5000/">
<center><h4><b>Click to return to Main
Page</b></h4></center>
</a>
</td>
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</tr>
</table>
{% endblock %}

Python & HTML code for LED & Temperature sensor
//views.py
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*from flask import Flask, render_template, redirect,
request, url_for, flash, current_app, session, jsonify,
Response
from Pins import LED1on, LED1off, SetLED, LED2on, LED2off,
LED3on, LED3off, LED4on, LED4off, LED5on, LED5off
from temp import read_temp
import subprocess
import time
from time import sleep
import datetime
from datetime import datetime
from camera_pi import Camera
from . import control
@control.route("/")
def index():
return render_template('control/index.html')
@control.route("/", methods=['GET','POST'])
def chart1(chartID = 'chart1'):
return render_template('control/index.html',
series=read_temp(), chartID=chartID)
# ajax GET call this function to set led state
# depeding on the GET parameter sent
@control.route("/_led1")
def _led1():
state1 = request.args.get('state1')
if state1=="on":
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LED1on()
else:
LED1off()
return ""
@control.route("/_led2")
def _led2():
state2 = request.args.get('state2')
if state2=="on":
LED2on()
else:
LED2off()
return ""
@control.route("/_led3")
def _led3():
state3 = request.args.get('state3')
if state3=="on":
LED3on()
else:
LED3off()
return ""
@control.route("/_led4")
def _led4():
state4 = request.args.get('state4')
if state4=="on":
LED4on()
else:
LED4off()
return ""
@control.route("/_led5")
def _led5():
state5 = request.args.get('state5')
if state5=="on":
LED5on()
else:
LED5off()
return ""
@control.route("/_tempf")
def _tempf():
tempinf=read_temp()
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return jsonify(tempf=tempinf)
@control.route("/ascending", methods=['POST'])
def ascending():
cmd = ["python","u","/home/pi/RemoteLab/control/ascending.py"]
p = subprocess.Popen(cmd, stdout = subprocess.PIPE,
stderr=subprocess.PIPE,
stdin=subprocess.PIPE)
out,err = p.communicate()
sleep(1);
return render_template('control/index.html',
value=out,error=err)
@control.route("/descending", methods=['POST'])
def descending():
cmd = ["python","u","/home/pi/RemoteLab/control/descending.py"]
p = subprocess.Popen(cmd, stdout = subprocess.PIPE,
stderr=subprocess.PIPE,
stdin=subprocess.PIPE)
out,err = p.communicate()
sleep(1);
return render_template('control/index.html',
value=out,error=err)
@control.route("/random", methods=['POST'])
def random():
cmd = ["python","u","/home/pi/RemoteLab/control/random.py"]
p = subprocess.Popen(cmd, stdout = subprocess.PIPE,
stderr=subprocess.PIPE,
stdin=subprocess.PIPE)
out,err = p.communicate()
sleep(1);
return render_template('control/index.html',
value=out,error=err)
@control.route("/danger", methods=['POST'])
def danger():
cmd = ["python","u","/home/pi/RemoteLab/control/danger.py"]
p = subprocess.Popen(cmd, stdout = subprocess.PIPE,
stderr=subprocess.PIPE,
stdin=subprocess.PIPE)
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out,err = p.communicate()
sleep(1);
return render_template('control/index.html',
value=out,error=err)
@control.route("/incbright", methods=['POST'])
def incbright():
cmd = ["python","u","/home/pi/RemoteLab/control/incbright.py"]
p = subprocess.Popen(cmd, stdout = subprocess.PIPE,
stderr=subprocess.PIPE,
stdin=subprocess.PIPE)
out,err = p.communicate()
sleep(1);
return render_template('control/index.html',
value=out,error=err)
@control.route("/decbright", methods=['POST'])
def decbright():
cmd = ["python","u","/home/pi/RemoteLab/control/decbright.py"]
p = subprocess.Popen(cmd, stdout = subprocess.PIPE,
stderr=subprocess.PIPE,
stdin=subprocess.PIPE)
out,err = p.communicate()
sleep(1);
return render_template('control/index.html',
value=out,error=err)

//Pins.py
import RPi.GPIO as GPIO
# BCM to WiringPi pin numbers
P0 = 5 # LED pin
P1 = 6 # LED pin
P2 = 13 # LED pin
P3 = 19 # LED pin
P4 = 26 # LED pin
GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BCM)
GPIO.setup(P0, GPIO.OUT)
GPIO.setup(P1, GPIO.OUT)
GPIO.setup(P2, GPIO.OUT)
GPIO.setup(P3, GPIO.OUT)
GPIO.setup(P4, GPIO.OUT)
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GPIO.setwarnings(False) # suppress GPIO used message
def LED1on():
GPIO.output(P0, GPIO.HIGH)
def LED1off():
GPIO.output(P0, GPIO.LOW)
def SetLED(state1):
if state1:
LED1on()
else:
LED1off()
def LED2on():
GPIO.output(P1, GPIO.HIGH)
def LED2off():
GPIO.output(P1, GPIO.LOW)
def SetLED(state2):
if state2:
LED2on()
else:
LED2off()
def LED3on():
GPIO.output(P2, GPIO.HIGH)
def LED3off():
GPIO.output(P2, GPIO.LOW)
def SetLED(state3):
if state3:
LED3on()
else:
LED3off()
def LED4on():
GPIO.output(P3, GPIO.HIGH)
def LED4off():
GPIO.output(P3, GPIO.LOW)
def SetLED(state4):
if state4:
LED4on()
else:
LED4off()
def LED5on():
GPIO.output(P4, GPIO.HIGH)
def LED5off():
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GPIO.output(P4, GPIO.LOW)
def SetLED(state5):
if state5:
LED5on()
else:
LED5off()

//temp.py
import os
import glob
import time
import datetime
from datetime import datetime
os.system('modprobe w1-gpio')
os.system('modprobe w1-therm')
base_dir = '/sys/bus/w1/devices/'
device_folder = glob.glob(base_dir + '28*')[0]
device_file = device_folder + '/w1_slave'
def read_temp_raw():
f = open(device_file, 'r')
lines = f.readlines()
f.close()
return lines
def read_temp():
lines = read_temp_raw()
while lines[0].strip()[-3:] != 'YES':
time.sleep(0.2)
lines = read_temp_raw()
equals_pos = lines[1].find('t=')
if equals_pos != -1:
temp_string = lines[1][equals_pos+2:]
temp_c_ur = float(temp_string) / 1000.0
#Unrestricted decimals
temp_c=float("{0:.0f}".format(temp_c_ur))
temp_f = temp_c * 9.0 / 5.0 + 32.0
return temp_f

//index.html
{% extends "base.html" %}
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{% block title %}NIU Remote Laboratory{% endblock %}
{% block scripts %}
<script src="http://code.jquery.com/jquery1.9.1.min.js"></script>
<script
src="http://code.highcharts.com/highcharts.js"></script>
<script
src="http://code.highcharts.com/modules/exporting.js"></sc
ript>
<!--<script type="text/javascript"
src="http://static.fusioncharts.com/code/latest/fusionchar
ts.js"></script>-->
<script type="text/javascript" src="{{ url_for('static',
filename='fusioncharts.js') }}"</script>
<script type="text/javascript"
src="http://static.fusioncharts.com/code/latest/themes/fus
ioncharts.theme.fint.js?cacheBust=56"></script>
<!--<script
src="http://code.jquery.com/mobile/1.4.5/jquery.mobile1.4.5.min.js"></script>-->
<script type=text/javascript>
$(
// When the LED button is pressed (change)
// do an ajax request to server to change LED state
function()
{
$('#flip-1').change(function()
{
$.getJSON('/control/_led1', {state1: $('#flip1').val()});
});
}
);
$(
// When the LED button is pressed (change)
// do an ajax request to server to change LED state
function()
{
$('#flip-2').change(function()
{
$.getJSON('/control/_led2', {state2: $('#flip2').val()});
});
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}
);
$(
// When the LED button is pressed (change)
// do an ajax request to server to change LED state
function()
{
$('#flip-3').change(function()
{
$.getJSON('/control/_led3', {state3: $('#flip3').val()});
});
}
);
$(
// When the LED button is pressed (change)
// do an ajax request to server to change LED state
function()
{
$('#flip-4').change(function()
{
$.getJSON('/control/_led4', {state4: $('#flip4').val()});
});
}
);
$(
// When the LED button is pressed (change)
// do an ajax request to server to change LED state
function()
{
$('#flip-5').change(function()
{
$.getJSON('/control/_led5', {state5: $('#flip5').val()});
});
}
);
$(
function tempf()
{
$.getJSON('/control/_tempf', function(data)
{
$("#tempf").text(data.tempf);
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setTimeout(function(){tempf();},1000);
});
}
);
FusionCharts.ready(function() {
var chart = new FusionCharts( {
type: 'thermometer',
renderAt: 'chart-container',
id: 'myThm',
width: '150',
height: '310',
credits: '0',
dataFormat: 'json',
dataSource: {
"chart": {
"lowerLimit": "-10",
"upperLimit": "100",
"decimals": "1",
"numberSuffix": "°F",
"thmFillColor": "#008ee4",
"showBorder": "0",
"bgColor":"#ffffff",
"showValue":"0",
"showHovereffect":"1"
},
"value": "-10",
},
"events": {
"rendered": function(evtObj, argObj) {
var intervalVar =
setInterval(function() {
var tempa =
document.getElementById('tempf').innerHTML;
var temp = Number(tempa);
FusionCharts.items["myThm"].feedData("value="+temp);
}, 1000);
}
}
})
.render();
});
</script>
{% endblock %}
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{% block styles %}
{{super()}}
<style>
table, th, tr, td {
border-style: solid;
border: 2px solid black;
}
form{ display: inline-block;
}
p{
font-size: 1.25em;
}
</style>
{% endblock %}
{% block page_content %}
{{super()}}
<table width="806px">
<tr>
<!-- Left Column -->
<td width="20%" height="500px" rowspan="3">
<center>
<h4><b>Current Temperature</b></h4>
<div id="chart-container"></div>
<h4><span id="tempf"></span>'F</h4>
</center>
</td>
<!-- Right Column -->
<td width="80%" height="250px" colspan="2">
<center>
<img src="{{ url_for('main.video_feed') }}">
</center>
</td>
<tr>
<td width="100%" colspan="2">
<center>
<h4><b>LED Control Panel</b></h4>
</center>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td width="50%">
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<center>
<br />
<p><b>Individual LED Control</b></p>
<br />
&emsp;<b>LED 1</b>&emsp;<select name="flip-1" id="flip-1"
style="float: center;">
<option value="off">LED OFF</option>
<option value="on">LED ON</option>
</select>
&emsp;<b>LED 2</b>&emsp;<select name="flip-2" id="flip-2"
style="float: center;">
<option value="off">LED OFF</option>
<option value="on">LED ON</option>
</select>
<br />
<br />
&emsp;<b>LED 3</b>&emsp;<select name="flip-3" id="flip-3"
style="float: center;">
<option value="off">LED OFF</option>
<option value="on">LED ON</option>
</select>
&emsp;<b>LED 4</b>&emsp;<select name="flip-4" id="flip-4"
style="float: center;">
<option value="off">LED OFF</option>
<option value="on">LED ON</option>
</select>
<br />
<br />
&emsp;<b>LED 5</b>&emsp;<select name="flip-5" id="flip-5"
style="float: center;">
<option value="off">LED OFF</option>
<option value="on">LED ON</option>
</select>
<br />
</center>
</td>
<td width="50%">
<center>
<br />
<p><b>Other Functions</b></p>
<form action="ascending" method="post"><button class='btn1
btn-inverse' name="ascending"> Ascending Glow
</button></form>
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<form action="descending" method="post"><button
class='btn1 btn-inverse' name="descending"> Descending
Glow </button></form>
<br />
<br />
<form action="random" method="post"><button class='btn1
btn-inverse' name="random"> Random Glow </button></form>
<form action="danger" method="post"><button class='btn1
btn-inverse' name="danger"> Danger Signal </button></form>
<br />
<br />
<p><b>PWM Functions</b></p>
<form action="incbright" method="post"><button class='btn1
btn-inverse' name="incbright"> Inc Brightness
</button></form>
<form action="decbright" method="post"><button class='btn1
btn-inverse' name="decbright"> Dec Brightness
</button></form>
<br />
<br />
</center>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
<br />
{% endblock %}

Python & HTML code for LCD
//views.py
from flask import Flask, render_template, redirect,
request, url_for, flash, current_app, session, flash,
jsonify, Response
from adafruit.Adafruit_CharLCD import Adafruit_CharLCD
from .import lcd16x2
# Initialise the LCD class
lcd = Adafruit_CharLCD()
lcd.begin(16,2)
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@lcd16x2.route("/")
def index():
return render_template('lcd16x2/index.html')
@lcd16x2.route("/change", methods=['POST'])
def change():
if request.method == 'POST':
# Get the value from the submitted form
lcdText = request.form['lcd']
# Send the message to the LCD
lcd.clear()
lcd.message(lcdText)
else:
lcdText = None
return
render_template('lcd16x2/index.html',value=lcdText)

//Adafruit_CharLCD.py
#!/usr/bin/python
#
# based on code from lrvick and LiquidCrystal
# lrvic - https://github.com/lrvick/raspihd44780/blob/master/hd44780.py
# LiquidCrystal https://github.com/arduino/Arduino/blob/master/libraries/L
iquidCrystal/LiquidCrystal.cpp
#
from time import sleep
class Adafruit_CharLCD:
# commands
LCD_CLEARDISPLAY
LCD_RETURNHOME
LCD_ENTRYMODESET
LCD_DISPLAYCONTROL
LCD_CURSORSHIFT
LCD_FUNCTIONSET
LCD_SETCGRAMADDR
LCD_SETDDRAMADDR

= 0x01
= 0x02
= 0x04
= 0x08
= 0x10
= 0x20
= 0x40
= 0x80
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# flags for display entry mode
LCD_ENTRYRIGHT
= 0x00
LCD_ENTRYLEFT
= 0x02
LCD_ENTRYSHIFTINCREMENT
= 0x01
LCD_ENTRYSHIFTDECREMENT
= 0x00
# flags for display
LCD_DISPLAYON
=
LCD_DISPLAYOFF
LCD_CURSORON
=
LCD_CURSOROFF
=
LCD_BLINKON
=
LCD_BLINKOFF
=

on/off control
0x04
= 0x00
0x02
0x00
0x01
0x00

# flags for display/cursor shift
LCD_DISPLAYMOVE
= 0x08
LCD_CURSORMOVE
= 0x00
# flags for display/cursor shift
LCD_DISPLAYMOVE
= 0x08
LCD_CURSORMOVE
= 0x00
LCD_MOVERIGHT
= 0x04
LCD_MOVELEFT
= 0x00
# flags for function
LCD_8BITMODE
=
LCD_4BITMODE
=
LCD_2LINE
LCD_1LINE
LCD_5x10DOTS
=
LCD_5x8DOTS
=

set
0x10
0x00
= 0x08
= 0x00
0x04
0x00

def __init__(self, pin_rs=21, pin_e=16, pins_db=[12,
7, 8, 25], GPIO = None):
# Emulate the old behavior of using RPi.GPIO if we
haven't been given
# an explicit GPIO interface to use
if not GPIO:
import RPi.GPIO as GPIO
self.GPIO = GPIO
self.pin_rs = pin_rs
self.pin_e = pin_e
self.pins_db = pins_db
GPIO.setwarnings(False)
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self.GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BCM)
self.GPIO.setup(self.pin_e, GPIO.OUT)
self.GPIO.setup(self.pin_rs, GPIO.OUT)
for pin in self.pins_db:
self.GPIO.setup(pin, GPIO.OUT)
self.write4bits(0x33)
self.write4bits(0x32)
self.write4bits(0x28)
self.write4bits(0x0C)
enable cursor
self.write4bits(0x06)

#
#
#
#

initialization
initialization
2 line 5x7 matrix
turn cursor off 0x0E to

# shift cursor right

self.displaycontrol = self.LCD_DISPLAYON |
self.LCD_CURSOROFF | self.LCD_BLINKOFF
self.displayfunction = self.LCD_4BITMODE |
self.LCD_1LINE | self.LCD_5x8DOTS
self.displayfunction |= self.LCD_2LINE
""" Initialize to default text direction (for
romance languages) """
self.displaymode = self.LCD_ENTRYLEFT |
self.LCD_ENTRYSHIFTDECREMENT
self.write4bits(self.LCD_ENTRYMODESET |
self.displaymode) # set the entry mode
self.clear()
def begin(self, cols, lines):
if (lines > 1):
self.numlines = lines
self.displayfunction |= self.LCD_2LINE
self.currline = 0
def home(self):
self.write4bits(self.LCD_RETURNHOME) # set cursor
position to zero
self.delayMicroseconds(3000) # this command takes
a long time!
def clear(self):
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self.write4bits(self.LCD_CLEARDISPLAY) # command
to clear display
self.delayMicroseconds(3000) # 3000 microsecond
sleep, clearing the display takes a long time
def setCursor(self, col, row):
self.row_offsets = [ 0x00, 0x40, 0x14, 0x54 ]
if ( row > self.numlines ):
row = self.numlines - 1 # we count rows
starting w/0
self.write4bits(self.LCD_SETDDRAMADDR | (col +
self.row_offsets[row]))
def noDisplay(self):
""" Turn the display off (quickly) """
self.displaycontrol &= ~self.LCD_DISPLAYON
self.write4bits(self.LCD_DISPLAYCONTROL |
self.displaycontrol)
def display(self):
""" Turn the display on (quickly) """
self.displaycontrol |= self.LCD_DISPLAYON
self.write4bits(self.LCD_DISPLAYCONTROL |
self.displaycontrol)
def noCursor(self):
""" Turns the underline cursor on/off """
self.displaycontrol &= ~self.LCD_CURSORON
self.write4bits(self.LCD_DISPLAYCONTROL |
self.displaycontrol)
def cursor(self):
""" Cursor On """
self.displaycontrol |= self.LCD_CURSORON
self.write4bits(self.LCD_DISPLAYCONTROL |
self.displaycontrol)
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def noBlink(self):
""" Turn on and off the blinking cursor """
self.displaycontrol &= ~self.LCD_BLINKON
self.write4bits(self.LCD_DISPLAYCONTROL |
self.displaycontrol)
def noBlink(self):
""" Turn on and off the blinking cursor """
self.displaycontrol &= ~self.LCD_BLINKON
self.write4bits(self.LCD_DISPLAYCONTROL |
self.displaycontrol)
def DisplayLeft(self):
""" These commands scroll the display without
changing the RAM """
self.write4bits(self.LCD_CURSORSHIFT |
self.LCD_DISPLAYMOVE | self.LCD_MOVELEFT)
def scrollDisplayRight(self):
""" These commands scroll the display without
changing the RAM """
self.write4bits(self.LCD_CURSORSHIFT |
self.LCD_DISPLAYMOVE | self.LCD_MOVERIGHT);
def leftToRight(self):
""" This is for text that flows Left to Right """
self.displaymode |= self.LCD_ENTRYLEFT
self.write4bits(self.LCD_ENTRYMODESET |
self.displaymode);
def rightToLeft(self):
""" This is for text that flows Right to Left """
self.displaymode &= ~self.LCD_ENTRYLEFT
self.write4bits(self.LCD_ENTRYMODESET |
self.displaymode)
def autoscroll(self):
""" This will 'right justify' text from the cursor
"""
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self.displaymode |= self.LCD_ENTRYSHIFTINCREMENT
self.write4bits(self.LCD_ENTRYMODESET |
self.displaymode)
def noAutoscroll(self):
""" This will 'left justify' text from the cursor
"""
self.displaymode &= ~self.LCD_ENTRYSHIFTINCREMENT
self.write4bits(self.LCD_ENTRYMODESET |
self.displaymode)
def write4bits(self, bits, char_mode=False):
""" Send command to LCD """
self.delayMicroseconds(1000) # 1000 microsecond
sleep
bits=bin(bits)[2:].zfill(8)
self.GPIO.output(self.pin_rs, char_mode)
for pin in self.pins_db:
self.GPIO.output(pin, False)
for i in range(4):
if bits[i] == "1":
self.GPIO.output(self.pins_db[::-1][i],
True)
self.pulseEnable()
for pin in self.pins_db:
self.GPIO.output(pin, False)
for i in range(4,8):
if bits[i] == "1":
self.GPIO.output(self.pins_db[::-1][i-4],
True)
self.pulseEnable()
def delayMicroseconds(self, microseconds):
seconds = microseconds / float(1000000)
microseconds by 1 million for seconds
sleep(seconds)

# divide

def pulseEnable(self):
self.GPIO.output(self.pin_e, False)
self.delayMicroseconds(1)
# 1 microsecond
pause - enable pulse must be > 450ns
self.GPIO.output(self.pin_e, True)
self.delayMicroseconds(1)
# 1 microsecond
pause - enable pulse must be > 450ns
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self.GPIO.output(self.pin_e, False)
self.delayMicroseconds(1)
# commands need >
37us to settle
def message(self, text):
""" Send string to LCD. Newline wraps to second
line"""
for char in text:
if char == '\n':
self.write4bits(0xC0) # next line
else:
self.write4bits(ord(char),True)
if __name__ == '__main__':
lcd = Adafruit_CharLCD()

//views.py
from flask import Flask, render_template, redirect,
request, url_for, flash, current_app, session, flash,
jsonify, Response
from adafruit.Adafruit_CharLCD import Adafruit_CharLCD
from .import lcd16x2
# Initialise the LCD class
lcd = Adafruit_CharLCD()
lcd.begin(16,2)
@lcd16x2.route("/")
def index():
return render_template('lcd16x2/index.html')
@lcd16x2.route("/change", methods=['POST'])
def change():
if request.method == 'POST':
# Get the value from the submitted form
lcdText = request.form['lcd']
# Send the message to the LCD
lcd.clear()
lcd.message(lcdText)
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else:
lcdText = None
return
render_template('lcd16x2/index.html',value=lcdText)

//index.html
{% extends "base.html" %}
{% block title %}NIU Remote Laboratory{% endblock %}
{% block styles %}
{{super()}}
<link rel="stylesheet"
href="http://code.jquery.com/mobile/1.2.0/jquery.mobile1.2.0.min.css" />
<style>
table, th, tr, td {
border: 2px solid black;
</style>
{% endblock %}
{% block scripts %}
{{super()}}
<script src="http://code.jquery.com/jquery1.9.1.min.js"></script>
<script>
$( document ).bind( "mobileinit", function() {
$.mobile.allowCrossDomainPages = true;
$.mobile.touchOverflowEnabled = true;
});
</script>
{% endblock %}
{% block page_content %}
<table width="806px">
<tr>
<td colspan="2">
<center>
<h4><b>16x2 LCD Controller</b></h4>
</center>
</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>
<center>
<img src="{{ url_for('main.video_feed') }}">
</center>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>
<center>
<form method="post" action="change">
<label for="slider-1">
<br />
Message to Send:</label>
<br />
<input type="text" name="lcd" id="lcd" />
<br />
<input type="submit" value="Submit"
style="color:#000000;"/>
</form>
</center>
<br />
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>
<center>
{% if value %}
Message Sent is : {{value}}
{% else %}
Type in the text you want to display on the LCD and Click
Submit. Check here for confirmation!
{% endif %}
</center>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
{% endblock %}
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Python & HTML code for Ultrasonic sensor and Servo motor
//views.py
from flask import Flask
from flask import render_template, url_for, abort,
jsonify, request
import time
from time import sleep
import datetime
import RPi.GPIO as GPIO
from . import ultraservo
GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BCM)
GPIO.setup(18,GPIO.OUT)
GPIO.setup(23,GPIO.OUT)
GPIO.setwarnings(False)
@ultraservo.route('/')
def index():
return render_template('ultraservo/index.html')
@ultraservo.route('/dcb25', methods=['POST'])
def dcb25():
p=GPIO.PWM(23,50)
p.start(12.5)
p.ChangeDutyCycle(2.5)#0
time.sleep(0.5)
p.stop()
sleep(2)
return render_template('ultraservo/index.html')
@ultraservo.route('/dcb50', methods=['POST'])
def dcb50():
p=GPIO.PWM(23,50)
p.start(12.5)
p.ChangeDutyCycle(5.0)#45
time.sleep(0.5)
p.stop()
sleep(2)
return render_template('ultraservo/index.html')
@ultraservo.route('/dcb75', methods=['POST'])
def dcb75():
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p=GPIO.PWM(23,50)
p.start(12.5)
p.ChangeDutyCycle(7.5)#135
time.sleep(0.5)
p.stop()
sleep(2)
return render_template('ultraservo/index.html')
@ultraservo.route('/dcb100', methods=['POST'])
def dcb100():
p=GPIO.PWM(23,50)
p.start(12.5)
p.ChangeDutyCycle(10)#180
time.sleep(0.5)
p.stop()
sleep(2)
return render_template('ultraservo/index.html')
@ultraservo.route('/dcb125', methods=['POST'])
def dcb125():
p=GPIO.PWM(23,50)
p.start(12.5)
p.ChangeDutyCycle(12.5)#180
time.sleep(0.5)
p.stop()
sleep(2)
return render_template('ultraservo/index.html')
@ultraservo.route('/dc25', methods=['POST'])
def dc25():
p=GPIO.PWM(18,50)
p.start(12.5)
p.ChangeDutyCycle(2.5)#0
time.sleep(0.5)
p.stop()
sleep(2)
return render_template('ultraservo/index.html')
@ultraservo.route('/dc50', methods=['POST'])
def dc50():
p=GPIO.PWM(18,50)
p.start(12.5)
p.ChangeDutyCycle(5.0)#45
time.sleep(0.5)
p.stop()
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sleep(2)
return render_template('ultraservo/index.html')
@ultraservo.route('/dc75', methods=['POST'])
def dc75():
p=GPIO.PWM(18,50)
p.start(12.5)
p.ChangeDutyCycle(7.5)#90
time.sleep(0.5)
p.stop()
sleep(2)
return render_template('ultraservo/index.html')
@ultraservo.route('/dc100', methods=['POST'])
def dc100():
p=GPIO.PWM(18,50)
p.start(12.5)
p.ChangeDutyCycle(10.0)#135
time.sleep(0.5)
p.stop()
sleep(2)
return render_template('ultraservo/index.html')
@ultraservo.route('/dc125', methods=['POST'])
def dc125():
p=GPIO.PWM(18,50)
p.start(12.5)
p.ChangeDutyCycle(12.5)#180
time.sleep(0.5)
p.stop()
sleep(2)
return render_template('ultraservo/index.html')
@ultraservo.route('/dc41', methods=['POST'])
def dc41():
p=GPIO.PWM(18,50)
p.start(12.5)
p.ChangeDutyCycle(4.1)#30
time.sleep(0.5)
p.stop()
sleep(2)
return render_template('ultraservo/index.html')
@ultraservo.route('/dc58', methods=['POST'])
def dc58():
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p=GPIO.PWM(18,50)
p.start(12.5)
p.ChangeDutyCycle(5.8)#60
time.sleep(0.5)
p.stop()
sleep(2)
return render_template('ultraservo/index.html')
@ultraservo.route('/dc91', methods=['POST'])
def dc91():
p=GPIO.PWM(18,50)
p.start(12.5)
p.ChangeDutyCycle(9.1)#120
time.sleep(0.5)
p.stop()
sleep(2)
return render_template('ultraservo/index.html')
@ultraservo.route('/dc108', methods=['POST'])
def dc108():
p=GPIO.PWM(18,50)
p.start(12.5)
p.ChangeDutyCycle(10.8)#150
time.sleep(0.5)
p.stop()
sleep(2)
return render_template('ultraservo/index.html')

//index.html
{% extends "base.html" %}
{% block title %}NIU Remote Laboratory{% endblock %}
{% block scripts %}
<script src="http://code.jquery.com/jquery1.9.1.min.js"></script>
<script
src="http://code.highcharts.com/highcharts.js"></script>
<script
src="http://code.highcharts.com/modules/exporting.js"></sc
ript>
<!--<script
src="http://code.jquery.com/mobile/1.4.0/jquery.mobile1.4.0.min.js"></script>-->
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<script type=text/javascript>
$(
function dist()
{
$.getJSON('/remote/_dist', function(data)
{
$("#dist").text(data.dist);
setTimeout(function(){dist();},2000);
});
}
);
</script>
{% endblock %}
{% block styles %}
{{super()}}
<style>
table, th, tr, td {
border-style: solid;
border: 2px solid black;
}
form{ display: inline-block;
}
</style>
{% endblock %}
{% block page_content %}
<table width="806px">
<tr>
<td colspan="3" >
<center>
<img src="{{ url_for('main.video_feed') }}">
</center>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td colspan="3">
<center>
<h4><b>Servo Motor Control</b></h4>
</center>
</td>
</tr>
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<tr width="30%">
<td>
<center>
<h4><b>Ultrasonic Sensor Measurement</b></h4>
Distance between Sensor and Obstacle is
<br />
<b><span id="dist"></span> cm
<br />
<b><form action="dcb25" method="post"
style="color:#000000;"><button class='btn1 btn-inverse'
name="dcb25"> 0' </button></form></b>
<b><form action="dcb50" method="post"
style="color:#000000;"><button class='btn1 btn-inverse'
name="dcb50"> 45' </button></form></b>
<b><form action="dcb75" method="post"
style="color:#000000;"><button class='btn1 btn-inverse'
name="dcb75"> 90' </button></form></b>
<b><form action="dcb100" method="post"
style="color:#000000;"><button class='btn1 btn-inverse'
name="dcb100"> 135' </button></form></b>
<b><form action="dcb125" method="post"
style="color:#000000;"><button class='btn1 btn-inverse'
name="dcb125"> 180' </button></form></b>
</center>
</td>
<td width="45%">
<center>
<h4><b>Duty Cycle</b></h4>
<b><form action="dc25" method="post"
style="color:#000000;"><button class='btn1 btn-inverse'
name="dc25"> 2.5 </button></form> 0 deg Position </b>
&emsp;
<b><form action="dc50" method="post"
style="color:#000000;"><button class='btn1 btn-inverse'
name="dc50"> 5.0 </button></form> 45 deg Position </b>
<br />
<br />
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<b><form action="dc75" method="post"
style="color:#000000;"><button class='btn1 btn-inverse'
name="dc75"> 7.5 </button></form> 90 deg Position </b>
&emsp;
<b><form action="dc100" method="post"
style="color:#000000;"><button class='btn1 btn-inverse'
name="dc100"> 10.0 </button></form> 135 deg Position </b>
<br />
<br />
<b><form action="dc125" method="post"
style="color:#000000;"><button class='btn1 btn-inverse'
name="dc125"> 12.5 </button></form> 180 deg Position </b>
</center>
</td>
<td width="25%">
<center>
<h4><b>Angle</b></h4>
<b><form action="dc25" method="post"
style="color:#000000;"><button class='btn1 btn-inverse'
name="dc25"> 0' </button></form></b>
&emsp;
<b><form action="dc50" method="post"
style="color:#000000;"><button class='btn1 btn-inverse'
name="dc50"> 45' </button></form></b>
<br />
<br />
<b><form action="dc75" method="post"
style="color:#000000;"><button class='btn1 btn-inverse'
name="dc75"> 90' </button></form></b>
&emsp;
<br />
<br />
<b><form action="dc100" method="post"
style="color:#000000;"><button class='btn1 btn-inverse'
name="dc100"> 135' </button></form></b>
&emsp;
<b><form action="dc125" method="post"
style="color:#000000;"><button class='btn1 btn-inverse'
name="dc125"> 180' </button></form></b>
<br />
<br />
</center>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
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{% endblock %}
Python & HTML code for homepage
//views.py
from flask import Flask, render_template, abort, redirect,
request, url_for, flash, current_app, session, flash,
jsonify, Response, send_file
from werkzeug.utils import secure_filename
from . import instfiles
@instfiles.route('/')
def index():
return render_template('instfiles/index.html')
@instfiles.route("/temp/")
def temp():
try:
return
send_file('/home/pi/RemoteLab/downloads/temp.py',
mimetype='text/py',
attachment_filename='temp.py',
as_attachment=True)
except Exception as e:
return str(e)
@instfiles.route("/servo/")
def servo():
try:
return
send_file('/home/pi/RemoteLab/downloads/servo.py',
mimetype='text/py',
attachment_filename='servo.py',
as_attachment=True)
except Exception as e:
return str(e)
@instfiles.route("/ultrasonic/")
def ultrasonic():
try:
return
send_file('/home/pi/RemoteLab/downloads/ultrasonic.py',
mimetype='text/py',
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attachment_filename='ultrasonic.py',
as_attachment=True)
except Exception as e:
return str(e)
@instfiles.route("/lcd16x2/")
def lcd16x2():
try:
return
send_file('/home/pi/RemoteLab/downloads/lcd16x2.py',
mimetype='text/py',
attachment_filename='lcd16x2.py',
as_attachment=True)
except Exception as e:
return str(e)
@instfiles.route("/tempinlcd/")
def tempinlcd():
try:
return
send_file('/home/pi/RemoteLab/downloads/tempinlcd.py',
mimetype='text/py',
attachment_filename='tempinlcd.py',
as_attachment=True)
except Exception as e:
return str(e)
@instfiles.route("/distinlcd/")
def distinlcd():
try:
return
send_file('/home/pi/RemoteLab/downloads/distinlcd.py',
mimetype='text/py',
attachment_filename='distinlcd.py',
as_attachment=True)
except Exception as e:
return str(e)
@instfiles.route("/ledcontrol/")
def ledcontrol():
try:
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return
send_file('/home/pi/RemoteLab/downloads/ledcontrol.py',
mimetype='text/py',
attachment_filename='ledcontrol.py',
as_attachment=True)
except Exception as e:
return str(e)
@instfiles.route("/ledpwm/")
def ledpwm():
try:
return
send_file('/home/pi/RemoteLab/downloads/ledpwm.py',
mimetype='text/py',
attachment_filename='ledpwm.py',
as_attachment=True)
except Exception as e:
return str(e)
@instfiles.route("/mathoper/")
def mathoper():
try:
return
send_file('/home/pi/RemoteLab/downloads/mathoper.py',
mimetype='text/py',
attachment_filename='mathoper.py',
as_attachment=True)
except Exception as e:
return str(e)
@instfiles.route("/strings/")
def strings():
try:
return
send_file('/home/pi/RemoteLab/downloads/strings.py',
mimetype='text/py',
attachment_filename='strings.py',
as_attachment=True)
except Exception as e:
return str(e)
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@instfiles.route("/typeconv/")
def typeconv():
try:
return
send_file('/home/pi/RemoteLab/downloads/typeconv.py',
mimetype='text/py',
attachment_filename='typeconv.py',
as_attachment=True)
except Exception as e:
return str(e)

//index.html
{% extends "base.html" %}
{% block title %}NIU Remote Laboratory{% endblock %}
{% block styles %}
{{super()}}
<style>
table, th, tr, td {
border-style: solid;
border: 2px solid black;
}
</style>
{% endblock %}
{% block page_content %}
<table height="425px" width="806px">
<tr>
<td>
<center>
<h4><b>Example Python Files</b></h4>
<br />
<a href="/instfiles/ledcontrol/"
style="color:#000000;"><button class='btn1 btn-inverse'>
LED Control </button></a>
&nbsp
<a href="/instfiles/ledpwm/"
style="color:#000000;"><button class='btn1 btn-inverse'>
LED PWM </button></a>
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<br />
<br />
<a href="/instfiles/lcd16x2/"
style="color:#000000;"><button class='btn1 btn-inverse'>
16x2 LCD </button></a>
&nbsp
<a href="/instfiles/tempinlcd/"
style="color:#000000;"><button class='btn1 btn-inverse'>
Temp in LCD </button></a>
<br />
<br />
<a href="/instfiles/temp/" style="color:#000000;"><button
class='btn1 btn-inverse'> Temperature </button></a>
&nbsp
<a href="/instfiles/ultrasonic/"
style="color:#000000;"><button class='btn1 btn-inverse'>
Ultrasonic </button></a>
<br />
<br />
<a href="/instfiles/distinlcd/"
style="color:#000000;"><button class='btn1 btn-inverse'>
Dist in LCD </button></a>
&nbsp
<a href="/instfiles/servo/" style="color:#000000;"><button
class='btn1 btn-inverse'> Servo Motor </button></a>
<br />
<br />
<h4><b>Basic Functions in Python</b></h4>
<a href="/instfiles/mathoper/"
style="color:#000000;"><button class='btn1 btn-inverse'>
Math Operations </button></a>
&nbsp
<a href="/instfiles/strings/"
style="color:#000000;"><button class='btn1 btn-inverse'>
Strings </button></a>
<br />
<br />
&nbsp
<a href="/instfiles/typeconv/"
style="color:#000000;"><button class='btn1 btn-inverse'>
Type Conversion </button></a>
<br />
<br />
<b>Click on the File name to Download!</b><br />
</center>
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</td>
<td width="500px">
<center>
<h4><b>Instructions for Operation</b></h4>
</center>
<ul>
<li>The files provided in this webpage are sample files
which indicate how the devices are connected to the
Raspberry Pi and can be downloaded.</li>
<li>Each file contains code to control or monitor the
devices connected to the system.</li>
<li>The files also contain integration of 2 devices in a
single program code.<br/>
<b>Examples: </b>
<li>Temp in lCD - Collects data from temperature sensor
and displays it on the LCD.</li>
<li> Dist in LCD - Collects data from ultrasonic sensor
and displays it on the LCD.</li></br>
<b>For Remote upload,</b>
<li>The code written by the user should correspond to
the same pin configurations as provided in the sample
files.</li>
<li>The upload form takes only files in *.py
format.</li>
<li>While uploading the code the file should be renamed
to <b>program.py</b></li>
</ul>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
{% endblock %}

Python & HTML code for Remote upload webpage
//views.py
import os
from flask import Flask, render_template, redirect,
request, url_for, flash, current_app, session, flash,
jsonify, Response, send_file
from adafruit.Adafruit_CharLCD import Adafruit_CharLCD
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from werkzeug.utils import secure_filename
from temp import read_temp
from ultrasonic import distance
from servoread import servoread
from .import remote
from datetime import datetime
import subprocess
import csv
# Initialise the LCD class
lcd = Adafruit_CharLCD()
lcd.begin(16,2)
ALLOWED_EXTENSIONS = set(['py'])
textmsg = ""
@remote.route("/", methods=['GET','POST'])
def index():
with
open("/home/pi/RemoteLab/data/temperature.csv","a") as
csvfile:
writer = csv.writer(csvfile)
row = ("Date & Time"," Temp(deg)")
writer.writerow(row)
with
open("/home/pi/RemoteLab/data/ultrasonic.csv","a") as
csvfile:
writer = csv.writer(csvfile)
row = ("Date & Time","Dist(cm)")
writer.writerow(row)
#
file = open("/home/pi/RemoteLab/data/servo.txt","w")
#
file.write("Date & Time" + "
" + " Angle in
deg" + "\n")
#
file.close()
textmsg = ""
if request.method == 'POST':
if 'file' not in request.files:
textmsg = "No file part"
return redirect(request.url)
file = request.files['file']
filename = 'program.py'
if file.filename == '':
textmsg = "No file selected"
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elif file.filename != 'program.py':
textmsg = "Rename file to program.py"
elif file and allowed_file(file.filename) and
file.filename == 'program.py':
filename = secure_filename(file.filename)
app = current_app._get_current_object()
file.save(os.path.join(app.config['UPLOAD_FOLDER'],
filename))
textmsg = filename + " uploaded successfully"
else:
textmsg = "File not in Required Format"
return render_template('remote/index.html',
value=textmsg)
@remote.route("/")
def chart1(chartID = 'chart1'):
return
render_template('remote/index.html',series=read_temp(),
chartID=chartID)
@remote.route("/")
def chart2(chartID = 'chart2'):
return
render_template('remote/index.html',series=distance(),
chartID=chartID)
@remote.route("/")
def chart3(chartID = 'chart3'):
return
render_template('remote/index.html',series=servoread(),
chartID=chartID)
def allowed_file(filename):
return '.' in filename and \
filename.rsplit('.',1)[1] in ALLOWED_EXTENSIONS
#@remote.route("/viewtemp/")
#def return_file_temp():
#
try:
#
return
send_file('/home/pi/RemoteLab/downloads/temp.py',
attachment_filename='temp.py')
#
except Exception as e:
#
return str(e)
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#@remote.route("/viewlcd/")
#def return_file_lcd():
#
try:
#
return
send_file('/home/pi/RemoteLab/downloads/lcd.py',
attachment_filename='temp.py')
#
except Exception as e:
#
return str(e)
@remote.route("/execpgm", methods=['POST'])
def execpgm():
cmd = ["python","u","/home/pi/RemoteLab/uploads/program.py"]
p = subprocess.Popen(cmd, stdout = subprocess.PIPE,
stderr=subprocess.PIPE,
stdin=subprocess.PIPE)
out,err = p.communicate()
return
render_template('remote/index.html',value1=out,error=err)
def tempreg():
date = datetime.now().strftime("%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S")
tempinf = read_temp()
with
open("/home/pi/RemoteLab/data/temperature.csv","a") as
csvfile:
writer = csv.writer(csvfile)
row = (date,tempinf)
writer.writerow(row)
return tempinf
def distreg():
date = datetime.now().strftime("%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S")
distincm = distance()
with
open("/home/pi/RemoteLab/data/ultrasonic.csv","a") as
csvfile:
writer = csv.writer(csvfile)
row = (date,distincm)
writer.writerow(row)
return distincm
def servoreg():
date = datetime.now().strftime("%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S")
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angle = servoread()
file = open("/home/pi/RemoteLab/data/servo.csv","a")
file.write(str(date) + " " + str(angle) + "\n")
file.close()
return angle
@remote.route("/_tempf")
def _tempf():
tempreg()
tempinf=read_temp()
return jsonify(tempf=tempinf)
@remote.route("/_dist")
def _dist():
distreg()
distcm=distance()
return jsonify(dist=distcm)
@remote.route("/_distin")
def _distin():
distinch=distance()*0.39
distinc=round(distinch,2)
return jsonify(distin=distinc)
@remote.route("/_serbin")
def _serbin():
servoreg()
serbinary=servoread()
return jsonify(serbin=serbinary)
@remote.route("/templog/")
def templog():
try:
return
send_file('/home/pi/RemoteLab/data/temperature.csv',
mimetype='text/doc',
attachment_filename='temperature.csv',
as_attachment=True)
except Exception as e:
return str(e)
@remote.route("/ultralog/")
def ultralog():
try:
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return
send_file('/home/pi/RemoteLab/data/ultrasonic.csv',
mimetype='text/doc',
attachment_filename='ultrasonic.csv',
as_attachment=True)
except Exception as e:
return str(e)
@remote.route("/servolog/")
def servolog():
try:
return
send_file('/home/pi/RemoteLab/data/servo.csv',
mimetype='text/doc',
attachment_filename='servo.csv',
as_attachment=True)
except Exception as e:
return str(e)

//index.html
{% extends "base.html" %}
{% block title %}NIU Remote Laboratory{% endblock %}
{% block scripts %}
<script src="http://code.jquery.com/jquery1.9.1.min.js"></script>
<script
src="http://code.highcharts.com/highcharts.js"></script>
<script
src="http://code.highcharts.com/modules/exporting.js"></sc
ript>
<!--<script
src="http://code.jquery.com/mobile/1.4.0/jquery.mobile1.4.0.min.js"></script>-->
<script type=text/javascript>
$(
function tempf()
{
$.getJSON('/remote/_tempf', function(data)
{
$("#tempf").text(data.tempf);
setTimeout(function(){tempf();},1000);
});
}
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);
$(
function dist()
{
$.getJSON('/remote/_dist', function(data)
{
$("#dist").text(data.dist);
setTimeout(function(){dist();},1000);
});
}
);
$(function () {
$(document).ready(function() {
$('#chart1').highcharts({
legend: {enabled: false},
credits: {enabled: false},
chart: {
type: 'line',
animation: Highcharts.svg,
marginRight: 10,
events: {
load: function() {
var series = this.series[0];
setInterval(function() {
var x = (new Date()).getTime(),
tempa =
document.getElementById('tempf').innerHTML;
y = Number(tempa);
series.addPoint([x, y], true,
true);
},2000);
}
}
},
title: {
text: 'Temperature '
},
exporting: {
enabled: false
},
xAxis: {
type: 'datetime',
tickPixelInterval: 150
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},
yAxis: {
title: {
text: 'Temp in F'
}
},
series: [{
data: (function () {
var data = [],
time = (new Date()).getTime(),
i;
for (i = -10; i<=0; i += 1) {
var tempa =
document.getElementById('tempf').innerHTML;
data.push({
x: time + i * 1000,
y: Number(tempa)
});
}
return data;
}())
}]
});
});
$(document).ready(function() {
$('#chart2').highcharts({
legend: {enabled: false},
credits: {enabled: false},
chart: {
type: 'line',
animation: Highcharts.svg,
marginRight: 1,
events: {
load: function() {
var series = this.series[0];
setInterval(function() {
var x = (new Date()).getTime(),
distc =
document.getElementById('dist').innerHTML;
y = Number(distc);
series.addPoint([x, y], true,
true);
},3000);
}
}
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},
title: {
text: 'Ultrasonic - Distance'
},
exporting: {
enabled: false
},
xAxis: {
type: 'datetime',
tickPixelInterval: 150
},
yAxis: {
title: {
text: 'Distance in cm'
}
},
series: [{
data: (function () {
var data = [],
time = (new Date()).getTime(),
i;
for (i = -10; i<=0; i += 1) {
var distc =
document.getElementById('dist').innerHTML;
data.push({
x: time + i * 1000,
y: Number(distc)
});
}
return data;
}())
}]
});
});
});
</script>
{% endblock %}
{% block styles %}
{{super()}}
<style>
table, th, tr, td {
border: 2px solid black;
}
</style>
{% endblock %}
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{% block page_content %}
{{super()}}
<table width="806px">
<tr>
<td colspan="3">
<center>
<img src="{{ url_for('main.video_feed') }}">
</center>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td width="250px" valign="top">
<center>
<h4><b>Python File Upload</b></h4>
<form action="" method="post" enctype="multipart/formdata">
<h5><b>Select file to upload</b></h5>
<input type="file" name="file">
<br/>
<input type="submit" value=" Upload File"
style="color:#000000;">
</form>
{% if value %}
<p><b>{{value}}</b></p>
{% endif %}
<form action="execpgm" method="post">
<h4>Execute Program :</h4>
<button class='btn1 btn-inverse' name="execpgm"
style="color:#000000;"> Execute </button>
</form>
</br>
</center>
</td>
<!--Temperature Graph -->
<td width="250px">
<center>
<div id="chart1" class="chart" style="height: 200px;
width: 250px" ></div>
<b><span id="tempf"></span>'F</b>&emsp;<a
href="/remote/templog/" style="color:#000000";><button
class='btn1 btn-inverse'> Download Log </button></a>
<br/>
</center>
</td>
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<!-- Ultrasonic Graph -->
<td width="250px">
<center>
<div id="chart2" class="chart" style="height: 200px;
width: 250px" ></div>
<b><span id="dist"></span>cm</b>&emsp;<a
href="/remote/ultralog/" style="color:#000000;"><button
class='btn1 btn-inverse'> Download Log </button></a>
<br />
</center>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td colspan="3">
<center>
<h4><b>Execution Output</b></h4>
{% if value1 %}
<b>Congrats! Your program has no errors.</b>
{{ value1 }}
<br/>
<br/>
{% endif %}
{% if error %}
<h4><b>Sorry, an error was encountered!</b></h4>
<br/>
<b>Please correct the following error:</b>
<br/>
<br/>
{{error}}
<br/>
<br/>
{% endif %}
<br/>
</center>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
{% endblock %}

Python code for Live Streaming
//camera_pi.py
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#https://github.com/miguelgrinberg/flask-videostreaming/blob/master/camera_pi.py
import time
import io
import threading
import picamera
class Camera(object):
thread = None # background thread that reads frames
from camera
frame = None # current frame is stored here by
background thread
def __init__(self):
if self.thread is None:
# start background frame thread
self.thread =
threading.Thread(target=self._thread)
self.thread.start()
# wait until frames start to be available
while self.frame is None:
time.sleep(0)
def get_frame(self):
return self.frame
@classmethod
def _thread(cls):
with picamera.PiCamera() as camera:
# camera setup
camera.resolution = (640, 480)
camera.hflip = False
camera.vflip = False
# let camera warm up
#camera.start_preview()
time.sleep(2)
stream = io.BytesIO()
for foo in camera.capture_continuous(stream,
'jpeg',
use_video_port=True):
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# store frame
stream.seek(0)
cls.frame = stream.read()
# reset stream for next frame
stream.seek(0)
stream.truncate()

Python code for Flask Application and Flask Configuration
//app.py
import os
import threading
from flask import Flask
from flask.ext.bootstrap import Bootstrap
from flask.ext.mail import Mail
from flask.ext.moment import Moment
from config import config
bootstrap = Bootstrap()
mail = Mail()
moment = Moment()
UPLOAD_FOLDER = '/home/pi/RemoteLab/uploads'
def create_app(config_name):
app = Flask(__name__)
app.config.from_object(config[config_name])
config[config_name].init_app(app)
bootstrap.init_app(app)
mail.init_app(app)
moment.init_app(app)
from main import main as main_blueprint
app.register_blueprint(main_blueprint)
from lcd16x2 import lcd16x2 as lcd16x2_blueprint
app.register_blueprint(lcd16x2_blueprint,
url_prefix='/lcd16x2')
from control import control as control_blueprint
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app.register_blueprint(control_blueprint,
url_prefix='/control')
from remote import remote as remote_blueprint
app.register_blueprint(remote_blueprint,
url_prefix='/remote')
from ultraservo import ultraservo as
ultraservo_blueprint
app.register_blueprint(ultraservo_blueprint,
url_prefix='/ultraservo')
from instfiles import instfiles as instfiles_blueprint
app.register_blueprint(instfiles_blueprint,
url_prefix='/instfiles')
return app
app = create_app(os.getenv('FLASK_CONFIG') or 'default')
if __name__ == '__main__':
app.run(host='10.158.161.64', threaded=True)

//config.py
import os
basedir = os.path.abspath(os.path.dirname(__file__))
class Config:
SECRET_KEY = 'remlab.niu.edu'
SQLALCHEMY_COMMIT_ON_TEARDOWN = True
UPLOAD_FOLDER = '/home/pi/RemoteLab/uploads'
@staticmethod
def init_app(app):
pass
class DevelopmentConfig(Config):
DEBUG = True
#
SQLALCHEMY_DATABASE_URI = \
#
'sqlite:///' + os.path.join(basedir, 'datadev.sqlite')
config = {
'development': DevelopmentConfig,
'default': DevelopmentConfig
}
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APPENDIX B
CODE FOR REMOTE CONTROL OF A COUPLED TANK SYSTEM
Python & HTML code for homepage
//views.py
from flask import Flask, render_template, redirect,
request, url_for, flash, current_app, session, jsonify,
Response
from camera_pi import Camera
from . import home
@home.route('/')
def index():
return render_template('index.html')
def gen(camera):
"""Video streaming generator function."""
while True:
frame = camera.get_frame()
yield (b'--frame\r\n'
b'Content-Type: image/jpeg\r\n\r\n' + frame
+ b'\r\n')
@home.route('/video_feed')
def video_feed():
"""Video streaming route. Put this in the src
attribute of an img tag."""
return Response(gen(Camera()),
mimetype='multipart/x-mixed-replace;
boundary=frame')

//base.html
{% extends "bootstrap/base.html" %}
{% block title %}NIU Remote Laboratory{% endblock %}
{% block head %}
{{ super() }}
<link rel="shortcut icon" href="{{ url_for('static',
filename='favicon1.ico') }}" type="image/x-icon">
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<link rel="icon" href="{{ url_for('static',
filename='favicon1.ico') }}" type="image/x-icon">
{% endblock %}
{% block styles %}
{{ super() }}
<style>
body{
width:804px;
margin:0 auto;
}
container1{
width:804px;
}
navbar{
width:804px;
}
nav ul li a:hover{
background-color: #5E5C53;
}
nav ul{
text-align: center;
}
</style>
{% endblock %}
{% block content %}
<table style="background-color: #7F7D6E;">
<tr>
<td>
<div class="container1">
<img src="{{ url_for('static', filename='logo.png')
}}" alt="logo" >
</div>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>
<nav class="navbar" style="background-color: #5E5C53;
margin-bottom: 0px; " role="navigation">
<ul class="nav navbar-nav">
<li><a href="{{ url_for('home.index') }}"
style="color: #FFFFFF; font-weight: bold;">Home</a></li>
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<li><a href="{{ url_for('block.index') }}"
style="color: #FFFFFF; font-weight: bold;">Block
Diagram</a></li>
<li><a href="{{ url_for('control.index') }}"
style="color: #FFFFFF; font-weight: bold;">Pump
Test</a></li>
<li><a href="{{ url_for('expone.index') }}"
style="color: #FFFFFF; font-weight: bold;">Configuration
1</a></li>
<li><a href="{{ url_for('exptwo.index') }}"
style="color: #FFFFFF; font-weight: bold;">Configuration
2</a></li>
<li><a href="{{ url_for('expthree.index') }}"
style="color: #FFFFFF; font-weight: bold;">Configuration
3</a></li>
</ul>
</nav>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
{% block page_content %}
{% endblock %}
{% endblock %}

//index.html
{% extends "base.html" %}
{% block title %}NIU Remote Laboratory{% endblock %}
{% block styles %}
{{super()}}
<style>
table, th, tr, td {
border: 2px solid black;
</style>
{% endblock %}
{% block scripts %}
{{super()}}
{% endblock %}
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{% block page_content %}
<table width="804px">
<tr width="800px">
<td colspan="3">
<center><h3 style="color: #D2691E; font-weight:
bold;">Remote Laboratory with Embedded
Processor</h3></center>
</td>
</tr>
<tr width="800px">
<td colspan="3">
<center><h4>Coupled Tanks</h4></center>
</td>
</tr>
<tr width="800px">
<!-- Left Column -->
<td style="padding:10px">
<p align:"justify">The coupled tank system as shown in the
figure consists of a pump with two tanks. A pressure
sensor is mounted at the bottom of each
tank to measure the water level. A pump is used to drive
the water from the basin provided at the bottom. The two
tanks are mounted one below the other
in such a way that the outlet of tank 1(top) flows into
the tank 2(bottom). The outlet from tank 2 flows directly
into the basin at the bottom of the
system. The outlets of each tank are configurable and can
be replaced by changing inserts that screw up to the
bottom of the tank. The inserts are
available in three sizes – small, medium, and large. The
inlets for the tanks come from the pump and is split
equally though out1 and out2 orifices.
The first tank or tank 1 is also provided with a drain tap
so that flow goes directly into the reservoir. Each tank
is additionally equipped with a
vertical scale (centimeters) alongside the tank to
visualize the water level in each tank.</p>
<p align:"justify">The main aim of the project is to
design a controller based on the Raspberry Pi platform
that is used to control water level in a
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coupled tank system. The controller tracks the liquid
level in each tank to maintain the water level according
to the user requirements. The coupled
tanks system serves as a process control experiment
allowing students to know more about modeling and controlrelated laboratory experiments. It gives
the students, a control of a real-world application. The
major curriculum that can be learnt from this system are
transfer function representation,
linearization, level control, PID, feed-forward, and
control parameter tuning. Integrating the coupled tanks to
an online dashboard provides students
with a real-time process control to better understand the
control system.</p>
<a href="http://10.158.161.14:5000/">
<center><h4>Click to return to Main Page </h4></center>
</a>
</td>
<!-- Right Column -->
<td width="230px" height="550px">
<center>
<img src="{{ url_for('static', filename='tank3.jpg') }}">
</center>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
{% endblock %}

Python & HTML code for Pump test
//views.py
from flask import Flask, render_template, redirect,
request, url_for, flash, current_app, session, jsonify,
Response, send_file
from nanpy import ArduinoApi
from nanpy import SerialManager
from time import sleep
from datetime import datetime
import csv
from . import control
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connection = SerialManager(device='/dev/ttyACM0')
a = ArduinoApi(connection=connection)
p1 = 11;
s1 = 14;
s2 = 16;
cv = 18;
es = 9;
a.pinMode(p1,
a.pinMode(es,
a.pinMode(s1,
a.pinMode(s2,
a.pinMode(cv,

a.OUTPUT);
a.OUTPUT);
a.INPUT);
a.INPUT);
a.INPUT);

@control.route('/')
def index():
a.digitalWrite(es,a.HIGH);
with open('/home/pi/Tanks/data/control.csv','w') as
csvfile:
writer = csv.writer(csvfile)
row = ("Date & Time","Tank 1 Level","Tank 2
Level","Load Current")
writer.writerow(row)
return render_template('control/index.html')
@control.route("/_t1lvl")
def _t1lvl():
tank1lvl = t1lread();
logdata()
return jsonify(t1lvl=tank1lvl)
@control.route("/_t2lvl")
def _t2lvl():
tank2lvl = t2lread();
return jsonify(t2lvl=tank2lvl)
@control.route("/_curval")
def _curval():
cvfl = curead();
return jsonify(curval=cvfl)
@control.route("/", methods=['POST'])
def switch_pump():
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if request.form['btnpump'] =="ON":
a.digitalWrite(p1,a.HIGH);
elif request.form['btnpump'] =="OFF":
a.digitalWrite(p1,a.LOW);
return render_template('control/index.html')
def curead():
cs = a.analogRead(cv);
cval = (5.00*(cs+60)/1023);
curval = round(cval,2);
if curval == 0.29:
curval = 0;
else:
curval = curval;
return curval
def t1lread():
sen1 = a.analogRead(s1);
tank1level=(32*(sen1)/1023);
#tank1lvl = round(tank1level,1);
tank1lvl=tank1level;
if tank1lvl < 0:
tank1lvl=0;
elif tank1lvl >= 20:
a.digitalWrite(p1,a.LOW);
else:
tank1lvl=tank1lvl;
return tank1lvl
def t2lread():
sen2 = a.analogRead(s2);
tank2level=(32*(sen2)/1023);
#tank2lvl = round(tank2level,1);
tank2lvl=tank2level;
if tank2lvl < 0:
tank2lvl=0;
elif tank2lvl >= 20:
a.digitalWrite(p1,a.LOW);
else:
tank2lvl=tank2lvl;
return tank2lvl
def logdata():
date=datetime.now().strftime("%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S")
ta1lvl=round(t1lread(),2);
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ta2lvl=round(t2lread(),2);
cur=curead();
with open('/home/pi/Tanks/data/control.csv','a') as
csvfile:
writer = csv.writer(csvfile)
row = (date,ta1lvl,ta2lvl,cur)
writer.writerow(row)
return date,ta1lvl,ta2lvl,cur
@control.route("/logfile")
def logfile():
try:
return
send_file('/home/pi/Tanks/data/control.csv',
mimetype='text/doc',
attachment_filename='control.csv',
as_attachment=True)
except Exception as e:
return str(e)

//index.html
{% extends "base.html" %}
{% block title %}NIU Remote Laboratory{% endblock %}
{% block styles %}
{{super()}}
<style>
table, th, tr, td {
border: 2px solid black;
</style>
{% endblock %}
{% block scripts %}
{{super()}}
<script src="http://code.jquery.com/jquery1.11.2.min.js"></script>
<script
src="http://code.highcharts.com/highcharts.js"></script>
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<script
src="http://code.highcharts.com/modules/exporting.js"></sc
ript>
<script type="text/javascript" src="{{ url_for('static',
filename='fusioncharts.js')}}"></script>
<script type="text/javascript"
src="http://static.fusioncharts.com/code/latest/themes/fus
ioncharts.theme.fint.js?cacheBust=56"></script>
<script type="text/javascript">
$(
function t1lvl()
{
$.getJSON('/control/_t1lvl', function(data)
{
$("#t1lvl").text(data.t1lvl);
setTimeout(function(){t1lvl();},300);
});
}
);
$(
function t2lvl()
{
$.getJSON('/control/_t2lvl', function(data)
{
$("#t2lvl").text(data.t2lvl);
setTimeout(function(){t2lvl();},300);
});
}
);
$(
function curval()
{
$.getJSON('/control/_curval', function(data)
{
$("#curval").text(data.curval);
setTimeout(function(){curval();},1000);
});
}
);
$(function () {
$(document).ready(function() {
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$(chart1).highcharts({
legend: {enabled: false},
credits: {enabled: false},
chart: {
type: 'line',
animation: Highcharts.svg,
events: {
load: function() {
var series = this.series[0];
setInterval(function() {
var x = Date.now(),
tempa =
document.getElementById('t1lvl').innerHTML;
y = Number(tempa);
series.addPoint([x, y], true,
true);
},500);
}
}
},
title: {
text: 'Tank 1 Level'
},
exporting: {
enabled: false
},
xAxis: {
type: 'datetime',
tickPixelInterval: 150
},
yAxis: {
title: {
text: 'Water level'
}
},
series: [{
data: (function () {
var data = [],
time = Date.now(),
i;
for (i = -10; i<=0; i += 1) {
var tempa =
document.getElementById('t1lvl').innerHTML;
data.push({
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x: time + i * 500,
y: Number(tempa)
});
}
return data;
}())
}]
});
});
});
$(function () {
$(document).ready(function() {
$(chart2).highcharts({
legend: {enabled: false},
credits: {enabled: false},
chart: {
type: 'line',
animation: Highcharts.svg,
marginRight: 10,
events: {
load: function() {
var series = this.series[0];
setInterval(function() {
var x = Date.now(),
tempa =
document.getElementById('t2lvl').innerHTML;
y = Number(tempa);
series.addPoint([x, y], true,
true);
},500);
}
}
},
title: {
text: 'Tank 2 Level'
},
exporting: {
enabled: false
},
xAxis: {
type: 'datetime',
tickPixelInterval: 150
},
yAxis: {
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title: {
text: 'Water level'
}
},
series: [{
data: (function () {
var data = [],
time = Date.now(),
i;
for (i = -10; i<=0; i += 1) {
var tempa =
document.getElementById('t2lvl').innerHTML;
data.push({
x: time + i * 500,
y: Number(tempa)
});
}
return data;
}())
}]
});
});
});
$(function () {
$(document).ready(function() {
$(chart3).highcharts({
legend: {enabled: false},
credits: {enabled: false},
chart: {
type: 'line',
animation: Highcharts.svg,
events: {
load: function() {
var series = this.series[0];
setInterval(function() {
var x = Date.now(),
tempa =
document.getElementById('curval').innerHTML;
y = Number(tempa);
series.addPoint([x, y], true, true);
},500);
}
}
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},
title: {
text: 'Pump Current'
},
exporting: {
enabled: false
},
xAxis: {
type: 'datetime',
tickPixelInterval: 150
},
yAxis: {
title: {
text: 'Current (A)'
}
},
series: [{
data: (function () {
var data = [],
time = Date.now(),
i;
for (i = -10; i<=0; i += 1) {
var tempa =
document.getElementById('curval').innerHTML;
data.push({
x: time + i * 1000,
y: Number(tempa)
});
}
return data;
}())
}]
});
});
});
FusionCharts.ready(function(){
var fusioncharts = new FusionCharts({
type: 'cylinder',
dataFormat: 'json',
id: 'fuelMeter-1',
renderAt: 'chart-container1',
width: '150',
height: '180',
dataSource: {
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"chart": {
"theme": "fint",
"caption": "Tank 1 Level",
"subcaption": " ",
"lowerLimit": "0",
"upperLimit": "30",
"lowerLimitDisplay": "Empty",
"upperLimitDisplay": "30 cms",
"numberSuffix": " cms",
"showValue": "1",
"chartBottomMargin": "0",
"showValue": "0"
},
"value": "0",
"annotations": {
"origw": "400",
"origh": "190",
"autoscale": "1",
"groups": [{
"id": "range",
}]
}
},
"events": {
"rendered": function(evtObj, argObj) {
var intervalVar = setInterval(function() {
var fuelVolume1 =
document.getElementById('t1lvl').innerHTML;
var temp = Number(fuelVolume1);
FusionCharts.items["fuelMeter1"].feedData("value="+temp);
}, 1000);
}
}
});
fusioncharts.render();
});
FusionCharts.ready(function(){
var fusioncharts = new FusionCharts({
type: 'cylinder',
dataFormat: 'json',
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id: 'fuelMeter-2',
renderAt: 'chart-container2',
width: '150',
height: '180',
dataSource: {
"chart": {
"theme": "fint",
"caption": "Tank 2 Level",
"subcaption": " ",
"lowerLimit": "0",
"upperLimit": "30",
"lowerLimitDisplay": "Empty",
"upperLimitDisplay": "30 cms",
"numberSuffix": " cms",
"showValue": "1",
"chartBottomMargin": "0",
"showValue": "0"
},
"value": "0",
"annotations": {
"origw": "400",
"origh": "190",
"autoscale": "1",
"groups": [{
"id": "range",
}]
}
},
"events": {
"rendered": function(evtObj, argObj) {
var intervalVar = setInterval(function() {
var fuelVolume2 =
document.getElementById('t2lvl').innerHTML;
var temp = Number(fuelVolume2);
FusionCharts.items["fuelMeter2"].feedData("value="+temp);
}, 1000);
}
}
});
fusioncharts.render();
});
</script>
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{% endblock %}
{% block page_content %}
<center>
<table width="804px">
<tr width="804px">
<td colspan="3">
<center><h4>Coupled Tanks</h4></center>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td width="275px" rowspan="2"> <!-- Left Column -->
<center>
<div id="chart-container1">FusionCharts XT will load
here!</div>
<h4><span id="t1lvl"></span>cm</h4>
<div id="chart-container2">FusionCharts XT will load
here!</div>
<h4><span id="t2lvl"></span>cm</h4>
</br>
<a href="/control/logfile" style="color:
#000000;"><button class='btn1 btn-inverse'> Download Log
</button></a>
</center>
</td>
<td width="275px" rowspan="2"> <!-- Middle Column -->
<center>
<div id="chart1" class="chart" style="height: 180px;
width: 200px" ></div></b>
<div id="chart2" class="chart" style="height: 180px;
width: 200px" ></div></b>
<div id="chart3" class="chart" style="height: 180px;
width: 200px" ></div></b>
</center>
</td>
<td width="250px" height="200px"> <!-- Right Column ->
<center>
<b>Water Pump Control</b>
</br>
</br>
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<form action="/control/" method="POST">
<b><p><input style="background-color:#008000;
color:black" type="submit" name="btnpump"
value="ON"></p></b>
<b><p><input style="background-color:#FF0000;
color:black" type="submit" name="btnpump"
value="OFF"></p></b>
</form>
</br>
<b>Instant Pump Current: </br><span
id="curval"></span> A</b>
</center></td>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>
<center>
<b>Live Streaming</b>
<br/>
<br/>
<img src="{{url_for('home.video_feed')}}">
<br/>
<br/>
</center>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
</center>
{% endblock %}
Python & HTML code for Configuration 1
//views.py
from flask import Flask, render_template, redirect,
request, url_for, flash, current_app, session, jsonify,
Response, send_file
from nanpy import ArduinoApi
from nanpy import SerialManager
from time import sleep
from datetime import datetime
import subprocess
import csv
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from . import expone
from exp import doexp
connection = SerialManager(device='/dev/ttyACM0')
a = ArduinoApi(connection=connection)
p1 = 11;
s1 = 14;
s2 = 16;
cv = 18;
es = 9;
a.pinMode(p1, a.OUTPUT);
a.pinMode(es, a.OUTPUT);
a.pinMode(s1, a.INPUT);
a.pinMode(s2, a.INPUT);
a.pinMode(cv, a.INPUT);
@expone.route('/')
def index():
with open('/home/pi/Tanks/data/config_1.csv','w') as
csvfile:
writer = csv.writer(csvfile)
row = ("Date & Time","Tank 1 Level","Tank 2
Level","Load Current")
writer.writerow(row)
return render_template('expone/index.html')
@expone.route("/", methods=['GET','POST'])
def chart1(chartID = 'chart1'):
return render_template('expone/index.html',
series=t1lread(), chartID=chartID)
#@control.route("/", methods=['GET','POST'])
#def chart1(chartID = 'chart1'):
#
return render_template('control/index.html',
series=read_temp(), chartID=chartID)
@expone.route("/exp_pump", methods=['POST'])
def exp_pump():
#cmd = ["python","-u","/home/pi/Tanks/expone/exp.py"]
if request.method == 'POST':
value = request.form['value']
time = request.form['time']
else:
value = 0;
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time = 30;
#p = subprocess.Popen(exp.doexp(value), stdout =
subprocess.PIPE,
#
stderr=subprocess.PIPE)
#out,err = p.communicate()
print (value,time);
doexp(value,time)
return render_template('expone/index.html',
value=value, time=time)
def t1lread():
sen1 = a.analogRead(s1);
tank1level=(30*(sen1-30)/1023);
tank1lvl = round(tank1level,2);
if tank1lvl < 0:
tank1lvl=0;
elif tank1lvl >= 22:
a.digitalWrite(p1,a.LOW);
else:
tank1lvl=tank1lvl;
return tank1lvl
def t2lread():
sen2 = a.analogRead(s2);
tank2level=(30*(sen2-20)/1023);
tank2lvl = round(tank2level,2);
if tank2lvl < 0:
tank2lvl=0;
elif tank2lvl >= 22:
a.digitalWrite(p1,a.LOW);
else:
tank2lvl=tank2lvl;
return tank2lvl
def curead():
cs = a.analogRead(cv);
cval = (5.00*(cs+60)/1023);
curval = round(cval,2);
if curval == 0.29:
curval = 0;
else:
curval = curval;
return curval
@expone.route("/")
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def my_form():
return render_template("index.html")
def logdata():
date=datetime.now().strftime("%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S")
ta1lvl=round(t1lread(),2);
ta2lvl=round(t2lread(),2);
cur=curead();
with open('/home/pi/Tanks/data/config_1.csv','a') as
csvfile:
writer = csv.writer(csvfile)
row = (date,ta1lvl,ta2lvl,cur)
writer.writerow(row)
return date,ta1lvl,ta2lvl,cur
@expone.route("/ctrl_sys", methods=['POST'])
def ctrl_sys():
if request.form['sysctrl'] == "E-STOP":
a.digitalWrite(es,a.LOW);
a.digitalWrite(p1,a.LOW);
elif request.form['sysctrl'] == "RESET":
a.digitalWrite(es,a.HIGH);
return render_template('expone/index.html')
@expone.route("/_t1lvl")
def _t1lvl():
logdata()
tank1lvl = t1lread();
return jsonify(t1lvl=tank1lvl)
@expone.route("/_t2lvl")
def _t2lvl():
tank2lvl = t2lread();
return jsonify(t2lvl=tank2lvl)
@expone.route("/_curval")
def _curval():
cvfl = curead();
return jsonify(curval=cvfl)
@expone.route("/logone")
def logone():
try:
return
send_file('/home/pi/Tanks/data/config_1.csv',
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mimetype='text/doc',
attachment_filename='config_1.csv',
as_attachment=True)
except Exception as e:
return str(e)

//exp.py
from nanpy import ArduinoApi
from nanpy import SerialManager
from time import sleep
SerialManager(device='/dev/ttyACM0')
a = ArduinoApi(connection=connection)
p1 = 11;
s1 = 14;
s2 = 16;
a.pinMode(p1, a.OUTPUT);
a.pinMode(s1, a.INPUT);
a.pinMode(s2, a.INPUT);
def doexp(value,time):
print (value);
print (time);
valnum=int(value);
timenum=int(time);
lvl = ((valnum*1023)/30)+35;
a.digitalWrite(p1,a.HIGH);
i=0;
while i<timenum:
sen1 = a.analogRead(s1);
sen2 = a.analogRead(s2);
if sen1 >= lvl:
a.digitalWrite(p1,a.LOW);
sleep(0.5);
elif sen2 >=750:
a.digitalWrite(p1,a.LOW);
sleep(0.5);
else:
a.digitalWrite(p1,a.HIGH);
sleep(0.5);
i=i+1;
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sleep(0.5);
print (i);
a.digitalWrite(p1,a.LOW);

//index.html
{% extends "base.html" %}
{% block title %}NIU Remote Laboratory{% endblock %}
{% block styles %}
{{super()}}
<style>
table, th, tr, td {
border: 2px solid black;
</style>
{% endblock %}
{% block scripts %}
{{super()}}
<script src="http://code.jquery.com/jquery1.11.2.min.js"></script>
<script
src="http://code.highcharts.com/highcharts.js"></script>
<script
src="http://code.highcharts.com/modules/exporting.js"></sc
ript>
<script type="text/javascript" src="{{ url_for('static',
filename='fusioncharts.js')}}"></script>
<script type="text/javascript"
src="http://static.fusioncharts.com/code/latest/themes/fus
ioncharts.theme.fint.js?cacheBust=56"></script>
<script type="text/javascript">
$(
function t1lvl()
{
$.getJSON('/expone/_t1lvl', function(data)
{
$("#t1lvl").text(data.t1lvl);
setTimeout(function(){t1lvl();},1000);
});
}
);
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$(
function t2lvl()
{
$.getJSON('/expone/_t2lvl', function(data)
{
$("#t2lvl").text(data.t2lvl);
setTimeout(function(){t2lvl();},1000);
});
}
);
$(
function curval()
{
$.getJSON('/expone/_curval', function(data)
{
$("#curval").text(data.curval);
setTimeout(function(){curval();},500);
});
}
);
$(function () {
$(document).ready(function() {
$(chart1).highcharts({
legend: {enabled: false},
credits: {enabled: false},
chart: {
type: 'line',
animation: Highcharts.svg,
events: {
load: function() {
var series = this.series[0];
setInterval(function() {
var x = Date.now(),
tempa =
document.getElementById('t1lvl').innerHTML;
y = Number(tempa);
series.addPoint([x, y], true,
true);
},1000);
}
}
},
title: {
text: 'Tank 1 Level'
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},
exporting: {
enabled: false
},
xAxis: {
type: 'datetime',
tickPixelInterval: 150
},
yAxis: {
title: {
text: 'Water level'
}
},
series: [{
data: (function () {
var data = [],
time = Date.now(),
i;
for (i = -10; i<=0; i += 1) {
var tempa =
document.getElementById('t1lvl').innerHTML;
data.push({
x: time + i * 1000,
y: Number(tempa)
});
}
return data;
}())
}]
});
});
});
$(function () {
$(document).ready(function() {
$(chart2).highcharts({
legend: {enabled: false},
credits: {enabled: false},
chart: {
type: 'line',
animation: Highcharts.svg,
marginRight: 10,
events: {
load: function() {
var series = this.series[0];
setInterval(function() {
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var x = Date.now(),
tempa =
document.getElementById('t2lvl').innerHTML;
y = Number(tempa);
series.addPoint([x, y], true,
true);
},1000);
}
}
},
title: {
text: 'Tank 2 Level'
},
exporting: {
enabled: false
},
xAxis: {
type: 'datetime',
tickPixelInterval: 150
},
yAxis: {
title: {
text: 'Water level'
}
},
series: [{
data: (function () {
var data = [],
time = Date.now(),
i;
for (i = -10; i<=0; i += 1) {
var tempa =
document.getElementById('t2lvl').innerHTML;
data.push({
x: time + i * 1000,
y: Number(tempa)
});
}
return data;
}())
}]
});
});
});
$(function () {
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$(document).ready(function() {
$(chart3).highcharts({
legend: {enabled: false},
credits: {enabled: false},
chart: {
type: 'line',
animation: Highcharts.svg,
events: {
load: function() {
var series = this.series[0];
setInterval(function() {
var x = Date.now(),
tempa =
document.getElementById('curval').innerHTML;
y = Number(tempa);
series.addPoint([x, y], true, true);
},500);
}
}
},
title: {
text: 'Pump Current'
},
exporting: {
enabled: false
},
xAxis: {
type: 'datetime',
tickPixelInterval: 150
},
yAxis: {
title: {
text: 'Current (A)'
}
},
series: [{
data: (function () {
var data = [],
time = Date.now(),
i;
for (i = -10; i<=0; i += 1) {
var tempa =
document.getElementById('curval').innerHTML;
data.push({
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x: time + i * 1000,
y: Number(tempa)
});
}
return data;
}())
}]
});
});
});
FusionCharts.ready(function(){
var fusioncharts = new FusionCharts({
type: 'cylinder',
dataFormat: 'json',
id: 'fuelMeter-1',
renderAt: 'chart-container1',
width: '150',
height: '180',
dataSource: {
"chart": {
"theme": "fint",
"caption": "Tank 1 Level",
"subcaption": " ",
"lowerLimit": "0",
"upperLimit": "30",
"lowerLimitDisplay": "Empty",
"upperLimitDisplay": "30 cms",
"numberSuffix": " cms",
"showValue": "1",
"chartBottomMargin": "0",
"showValue": "0"
},
"value": "0",
"annotations": {
"origw": "400",
"origh": "190",
"autoscale": "1",
"groups": [{
"id": "range",
}]
}
},
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"events": {
"rendered": function(evtObj, argObj) {
var intervalVar = setInterval(function() {
var fuelVolume1 =
document.getElementById('t1lvl').innerHTML;
var temp = Number(fuelVolume1);
FusionCharts.items["fuelMeter1"].feedData("value="+temp);
}, 1000);
}
}
});
fusioncharts.render();
});
FusionCharts.ready(function(){
var fusioncharts = new FusionCharts({
type: 'cylinder',
dataFormat: 'json',
id: 'fuelMeter-2',
renderAt: 'chart-container2',
width: '150',
height: '180',
dataSource: {
"chart": {
"theme": "fint",
"caption": "Tank 2 Level",
"subcaption": " ",
"lowerLimit": "0",
"upperLimit": "30",
"lowerLimitDisplay": "Empty",
"upperLimitDisplay": "30 cms",
"numberSuffix": " cms",
"showValue": "1",
"chartBottomMargin": "0",
"showValue": "0"
},
"value": "0",
"annotations": {
"origw": "400",
"origh": "190",
"autoscale": "1",
"groups": [{
"id": "range",
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}]
}
},
"events": {
"rendered": function(evtObj, argObj) {
var intervalVar = setInterval(function() {
var fuelVolume2 =
document.getElementById('t2lvl').innerHTML;
var temp = Number(fuelVolume2);
FusionCharts.items["fuelMeter2"].feedData("value="+temp);
}, 1000);
}
}
});
fusioncharts.render();
});
</script>
{% endblock %}
{% block page_content %}
<table width="804px">
<tr width="804px">
<td colspan="3">
<center><h4>Coupled Tanks - Configuration 1 Control Tank 1</h4></center>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td width="275px" rowspan="2"> <!-- Left Column -->
<center>
<div id="chart-container1">FusionCharts XT will load
here!</div>
<h4><span id="t1lvl"></span>cm</h4>
<div id="chart-container2">FusionCharts XT will load
here!</div>
<h4><span id="t2lvl"></span>cm</h4>
</br>
<form action="ctrl_sys" method="POST">
<input style="background-color:#FF0000;
color:black; font-weight: bold" type="submit"
name="sysctrl" value="E-STOP">
<input style="background-color:#008000;
color:black; font-weight: bold" type="submit"
name="sysctrl" value="RESET">
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</form>
</center>
</td>
<td width="275px" rowspan="2"> <!-- Middle Column -->
<center>
<div id="chart1" class="chart" style="height: 180px;
width: 200px" ></div></b>
<div id="chart2" class="chart" style="height: 180px;
width: 200px" ></div></b>
<div id="chart3" class="chart" style="height: 180px;
width: 200px" ></div></b>
</center>
</td>
<td width="250px" height="250px"> <!-- Right Column ->
<center>
<b>User Settings for Tank 1</b>
</br>
</br>
<form action="exp_pump" method="POST">
Water Level &nbsp <input type="number" name="value"
min="1" max="20">cm</br>
Expt Duration <input type="number" name="time"
min="30" max="180">sec</br></br>
<button class='btn-btn-inverse' name="exp_pump">
Run Experiment
</button>
</form>
</br>
<b>Instant Pump Current <span
id="curval"></span>A</b>
</br>
</br>
<a href="/expone/logone" style="color:
#000000;"><button class='btn1 btn-inverse'> Download Log
</button></a>
</center></td>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>
<center>
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<b>Live Streaming</b>
<br/>
<br/>
<img src="{{url_for('home.video_feed')}}">
</center>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
{% endblock %}
Python & HTML code for Configuration 2
//views.py
import os
from flask import Flask, render_template, redirect,
request, url_for, flash, current_app, session, jsonify,
Response, send_file
from nanpy import ArduinoApi
from nanpy import SerialManager
from time import sleep
from datetime import datetime
import subprocess
import csv
from . import exptwo
from exp import doexp
connection = SerialManager(device='/dev/ttyACM0')
a = ArduinoApi(connection=connection)
p1 = 11;
s1 = 14;
s2 = 16;
cv = 18;
es = 9;
a.pinMode(p1, a.OUTPUT);
a.pinMode(es, a.OUTPUT);
a.pinMode(s1, a.INPUT);
a.pinMode(s2, a.INPUT);
a.pinMode(cv, a.INPUT);
@exptwo.route('/')
def index():
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with open('/home/pi/Tanks/data/config_2.csv','w') as
csvfile:
writer = csv.writer(csvfile)
row = ("Date & Time","Tank 1 Level","Tank 2
Level","Load Current")
writer.writerow(row)
return render_template('exptwo/index.html')
@exptwo.route("/", methods=['GET','POST'])
def chart1(chartID = 'chart1'):
return render_template('exptwo/index.html',
series=t1lread(), chartID=chartID)
@exptwo.route("/exp_pump", methods=['POST'])
def exp_pump():
#cmd = ["python","-u","/home/pi/Tanks/exptwo/exp.py"]
if request.method == 'POST':
value = request.form['value']
time = request.form['time']
else:
value = 0;
time = 30;
#p = subprocess.Popen(exp.doexp(value), stdout =
subprocess.PIPE,
#
stderr=subprocess.PIPE)
#out,err = p.communicate()
print (value,time);
doexp(value,time)
return render_template('exptwo/index.html',
value=value, time=time)
def t1lread():
sen1 = a.analogRead(s1);
tank1level=(30*(sen1-30)/1023);
tank1lvl = round(tank1level,2);
if tank1lvl < 0:
tank1lvl=0;
elif tank1lvl >= 22:
a.digitalWrite(p1,a.LOW);
else:
tank1lvl=tank1lvl;
return tank1lvl
def t2lread():
sen2 = a.analogRead(s2);
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tank2level=(30*(sen2-30)/1023);
tank2lvl = round(tank2level,2);
if tank2lvl < 0:
tank2lvl=0;
elif tank2lvl >= 22:
a.digitalWrite(p1,a.LOW);
else:
tank2lvl=tank2lvl;
return tank2lvl
def curead():
cs = a.analogRead(cv);
cval = (5.00*(cs+60)/1023);
curval = round(cval,2);
if curval == 0.29:
curval = 0;
else:
curval = curval;
return curval
@exptwo.route("/")
def my_form():
return render_template("index.html")
def logdata():
date=datetime.now().strftime("%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S")
ta1lvl=round(t1lread(),2);
ta2lvl=round(t2lread(),2);
cur=curead();
with open('/home/pi/Tanks/data/config_2.csv','a') as
csvfile:
writer = csv.writer(csvfile)
row = (date,ta1lvl,ta2lvl,cur)
writer.writerow(row)
return date,ta1lvl,ta2lvl,cur
@exptwo.route("/ctrl_sys", methods=['POST'])
def ctrl_sys():
if request.form['sysctrl'] == "E-STOP":
a.digitalWrite(es,a.LOW);
a.digitalWrite(p1,a.LOW);
elif request.form['sysctrl'] == "RESET":
a.digitalWrite(es,a.HIGH);
return render_template('exptwo/index.html')
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@exptwo.route("/_t1lvl")
def _t1lvl():
logdata()
tank1lvl = t1lread();
return jsonify(t1lvl=tank1lvl)
@exptwo.route("/_t2lvl")
def _t2lvl():
tank2lvl = t2lread();
return jsonify(t2lvl=tank2lvl)
@exptwo.route("/_curval")
def _curval():
cvfl = curead();
return jsonify(curval=cvfl)
@exptwo.route("/logtwo")
def logtwo():
try:
return
send_file('/home/pi/Tanks/data/config_2.csv',
mimetype='text/doc',
attachment_filename='config_2.csv',
as_attachment=True)
except Exception as e:
return str(e)

//exp.py
from nanpy import ArduinoApi
from nanpy import SerialManager
from time import sleep
connection = SerialManager(device='/dev/ttyACM0')
a = ArduinoApi(connection=connection)
p1 = 11;
s1 = 14;
s2 = 16;
es = 9;
a.pinMode(p1, a.OUTPUT);
a.pinMode(es, a.OUTPUT);
a.pinMode(s1, a.INPUT);
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a.pinMode(s2, a.INPUT);
def doexp(value,time):
print (value);
print (time);
valnum=int(value);
timenum=int(time);
lvl = ((valnum*1023)/30)+80;
a.digitalWrite(p1,a.HIGH);
i=0;
while i<timenum:
sen1 = a.analogRead(s1);
sen2 = a.analogRead(s2);
if sen2 >= lvl:
a.digitalWrite(p1,a.LOW);
sleep(0.5);
elif sen1 >=750:
a.digitalWrite(p1,a.LOW);
sleep(0.5);
else:
a.digitalWrite(p1,a.HIGH);
sleep(0.5);
i=i+1;
sleep(0.5);
print (i);
a.digitalWrite(p1,a.LOW);

//index.html
{% extends "base.html" %}
{% block title %}NIU Remote Laboratory{% endblock %}
{% block styles %}
{{super()}}
<style>
table, th, tr, td {
border: 2px solid black;
</style>
{% endblock %}
{% block scripts %}
{{super()}}
<script src="http://code.jquery.com/jquery1.11.2.min.js"></script>
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<script
src="http://code.highcharts.com/highcharts.js"></script>
<script
src="http://code.highcharts.com/modules/exporting.js"></sc
ript>
<script type="text/javascript" src="{{ url_for('static',
filename='fusioncharts.js')}}"></script>
<script type="text/javascript"
src="http://static.fusioncharts.com/code/latest/themes/fus
ioncharts.theme.fint.js?cacheBust=56"></script>
<script type="text/javascript">
$(
function t1lvl()
{
$.getJSON('/exptwo/_t1lvl', function(data)
{
$("#t1lvl").text(data.t1lvl);
setTimeout(function(){t1lvl();},500);
});
}
);
$(
function t2lvl()
{
$.getJSON('/exptwo/_t2lvl', function(data)
{
$("#t2lvl").text(data.t2lvl);
setTimeout(function(){t2lvl();},500);
});
}
);
$(
function curval()
{
$.getJSON('/exptwo/_curval', function(data)
{
$("#curval").text(data.curval);
setTimeout(function(){curval();},500);
});
}
);
$(function () {
$(document).ready(function() {
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$(chart1).highcharts({
legend: {enabled: false},
credits: {enabled: false},
chart: {
type: 'line',
animation: Highcharts.svg,
events: {
load: function() {
var series = this.series[0];
setInterval(function() {
var x = Date.now(),
tempa =
document.getElementById('t1lvl').innerHTML;
y = Number(tempa);
series.addPoint([x, y], true,
true);
},1000);
}
}
},
title: {
text: 'Tank 1 Level'
},
exporting: {
enabled: false
},
xAxis: {
type: 'datetime',
tickPixelInterval: 150
},
yAxis: {
title: {
text: 'Water level'
}
},
series: [{
data: (function () {
var data = [],
time = Date.now(),
i;
for (i = -10; i<=0; i += 1) {
var tempa =
document.getElementById('t1lvl').innerHTML;
data.push({
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x: time + i * 1000,
y: Number(tempa)
});
}
return data;
}())
}]
});
});
});
$(function () {
$(document).ready(function() {
$(chart2).highcharts({
legend: {enabled: false},
credits: {enabled: false},
chart: {
type: 'line',
animation: Highcharts.svg,
marginRight: 10,
events: {
load: function() {
var series = this.series[0];
setInterval(function() {
var x = Date.now(),
tempa =
document.getElementById('t2lvl').innerHTML;
y = Number(tempa);
series.addPoint([x, y], true,
true);
},1000);
}
}
},
title: {
text: 'Tank 2 Level'
},
exporting: {
enabled: false
},
xAxis: {
type: 'datetime',
tickPixelInterval: 150
},
yAxis: {
title: {
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text: 'Water level'
}
},
series: [{
data: (function () {
var data = [],
time = Date.now(),
i;
for (i = -10; i<=0; i += 1) {
var tempa =
document.getElementById('t2lvl').innerHTML;
data.push({
x: time + i * 1000,
y: Number(tempa)
});
}
return data;
}())
}]
});
});
});
$(function () {
$(document).ready(function() {
$(chart3).highcharts({
legend: {enabled: false},
credits: {enabled: false},
chart: {
type: 'line',
animation: Highcharts.svg,
events: {
load: function() {
var series = this.series[0];
setInterval(function() {
var x = Date.now(),
tempa =
document.getElementById('curval').innerHTML;
y = Number(tempa);
series.addPoint([x, y], true, true);
},500);
}
}
},
title: {
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text: 'Pump Current'
},
exporting: {
enabled: false
},
xAxis: {
type: 'datetime',
tickPixelInterval: 150
},
yAxis: {
title: {
text: 'Current (A)'
}
},
series: [{
data: (function () {
var data = [],
time = Date.now(),
i;
for (i = -10; i<=0; i += 1) {
var tempa =
document.getElementById('curval').innerHTML;
data.push({
x: time + i * 1000,
y: Number(tempa)
});
}
return data;
}())
}]
});
});
});
FusionCharts.ready(function(){
var fusioncharts = new FusionCharts({
type: 'cylinder',
dataFormat: 'json',
id: 'fuelMeter-1',
renderAt: 'chart-container1',
width: '150',
height: '180',
dataSource: {
"chart": {
"theme": "fint",
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"caption": "Tank 1 Level",
"subcaption": " ",
"lowerLimit": "0",
"upperLimit": "30",
"lowerLimitDisplay": "Empty",
"upperLimitDisplay": "30 cms",
"numberSuffix": " cms",
"showValue": "1",
"chartBottomMargin": "0",
"showValue": "0"
},
"value": "0",
"annotations": {
"origw": "400",
"origh": "190",
"autoscale": "1",
"groups": [{
"id": "range",
}]
}
},
"events": {
"rendered": function(evtObj, argObj) {
var intervalVar = setInterval(function() {
var fuelVolume1 =
document.getElementById('t1lvl').innerHTML;
var temp = Number(fuelVolume1);
FusionCharts.items["fuelMeter1"].feedData("value="+temp);
}, 1000);
}
}
});
fusioncharts.render();
});
FusionCharts.ready(function(){
var fusioncharts = new FusionCharts({
type: 'cylinder',
dataFormat: 'json',
id: 'fuelMeter-2',
renderAt: 'chart-container2',
width: '150',
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height: '180',
dataSource: {
"chart": {
"theme": "fint",
"caption": "Tank 2 Level",
"subcaption": " ",
"lowerLimit": "0",
"upperLimit": "30",
"lowerLimitDisplay": "Empty",
"upperLimitDisplay": "30 cms",
"numberSuffix": " cms",
"showValue": "1",
"chartBottomMargin": "0",
"showValue": "0"
},
"value": "0",
"annotations": {
"origw": "400",
"origh": "190",
"autoscale": "1",
"groups": [{
"id": "range",
}]
}
},
"events": {
"rendered": function(evtObj, argObj) {
var intervalVar = setInterval(function() {
var fuelVolume2 =
document.getElementById('t2lvl').innerHTML;
var temp = Number(fuelVolume2);
FusionCharts.items["fuelMeter2"].feedData("value="+temp);
}, 1000);
}
}
});
fusioncharts.render();
});
</script>
{% endblock %}
{% block page_content %}
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<table width="804px">
<tr width="804px">
<td colspan="3">
<center><h4>Coupled Tanks - Configuration 2 Control Tank 2</h4></center>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td width="275px" rowspan="2"> <!-- Left Column -->
<center>
<div id="chart-container1">FusionCharts XT will load
here!</div>
<h4><span id="t1lvl"></span>cm</h4>
<div id="chart-container2">FusionCharts XT will load
here!</div>
<h4><span id="t2lvl"></span>cm</h4>
</br>
<form action="ctrl_sys" method="POST">
<input style="background-color:#FF0000;
color:black; font-weight: bold" type="submit"
name="sysctrl" value="E-STOP">
<input style="background-color:#008000;
color:black; font-weight: bold" type="submit"
name="sysctrl" value="RESET">
</form>
</center>
</td>
<td width="275px" rowspan="2"> <!-- Middle Column -->
<center>
<div id="chart1" class="chart" style="height: 180px;
width: 200px" ></div></b>
<div id="chart2" class="chart" style="height: 180px;
width: 200px" ></div></b>
<div id="chart3" class="chart" style="height: 180px;
width: 200px" ></div></b>
</center>
</td>
<td width="250px" height="250px"> <!-- Right Column ->
<center>
<b>User Settings for Tank 2</b>
</br>
</br>
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<form action="exp_pump" method="POST">
Water Level &nbsp <input type="number" name="value"
min="1" max="20">cm</br>
Expt Duration <input type="number" name="time"
min="30" max="180">sec</br></br>
<button class='btn-btn-inverse' name="exp_pump">
Run Experiment
</button>
</form>
</br>
<b>Instant Pump Current <span
id="curval"></span>A</b>
</br>
</br>
<a href="/exptwo/logtwo" style="color:
#000000;"><button class='btn1 btn-inverse'> Download Log
</button></a>
</center></td>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>
<center>
<b>Live Streaming</b>
<br/>
<br/>
<img src="{{url_for('home.video_feed')}}">
</center>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
{% endblock %}

Python & HTML code for Configuration 3
//views.py
import os
from flask import Flask, render_template, redirect,
request, url_for, flash, current_app, session, jsonify,
Response, send_file
from nanpy import ArduinoApi
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from nanpy import SerialManager
from time import sleep
from datetime import datetime
import subprocess
import csv
from . import expthree
from exp import doexp
connection = SerialManager(device='/dev/ttyACM0')
a = ArduinoApi(connection=connection)
p1 = 11;
s1 = 14;
s2 = 16;
cv = 18;
es = 9;
a.pinMode(p1, a.OUTPUT);
a.pinMode(es, a.OUTPUT);
a.pinMode(s1, a.INPUT);
a.pinMode(s2, a.INPUT);
a.pinMode(cv, a.INPUT);
@expthree.route('/')
def index():
with open('/home/pi/Tanks/data/config_3.csv','w') as
csvfile:
writer = csv.writer(csvfile)
row = ("Date & Time","Tank 1 Level","Tank 2
Level","Load Current")
writer.writerow(row)
return render_template('expthree/index.html')
@expthree.route("/", methods=['GET','POST'])
def chart1(chartID = 'chart1'):
return render_template('expthree/index.html',
series=t1lread(), chartID=chartID)
@expthree.route("/exp_pump", methods=['POST'])
def exp_pump():
#cmd = ["python","u","/home/pi/Tanks/expthree/exp.py"]
if request.method == 'POST':
value = request.form['value']
time = request.form['time']
else:
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value = 0;
time = 30;
#p = subprocess.Popen(exp.doexp(value), stdout =
subprocess.PIPE,
#
stderr=subprocess.PIPE)
#out,err = p.communicate()
print (value,time);
doexp(value,time)
return render_template('expthree/index.html',
value=value, time=time)
def t1lread():
sen1 = a.analogRead(s1);
tank1level=(30*(sen1-30)/1023);
tank1lvl = round(tank1level,2);
if tank1lvl < 0:
tank1lvl=0;
elif tank1lvl >= 22:
a.digitalWrite(p1,a.LOW);
else:
tank1lvl=tank1lvl;
return tank1lvl
def t2lread():
sen2 = a.analogRead(s2);
tank2level=(30*(sen2-20)/1023);
tank2lvl = round(tank2level,2);
if tank2lvl < 0:
tank2lvl=0;
elif tank2lvl >= 22:
a.digitalWrite(p1,a.LOW);
else:
tank2lvl=tank2lvl;
return tank2lvl
def curead():
cs = a.analogRead(cv);
cval = (5.00*(cs+60)/1023);
curval = round(cval,2);
if curval == 0.29:
curval = 0;
else:
curval = curval;
return curval
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@expthree.route("/")
def my_form():
return render_template("index.html")
def logdata():
date=datetime.now().strftime("%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S")
ta1lvl=round(t1lread(),2);
ta2lvl=round(t2lread(),2);
cur=curead();
with open('/home/pi/Tanks/data/config_3.csv','a') as
csvfile:
writer = csv.writer(csvfile)
row = (date,ta1lvl,ta2lvl,cur)
writer.writerow(row)
return ta1lvl,ta2lvl
@expthree.route("/ctrl_sys", methods=['POST'])
def ctrl_sys():
if request.form['sysctrl'] == "E-STOP":
a.digitalWrite(es,a.LOW);
a.digitalWrite(p1,a.LOW);
elif request.form['sysctrl'] == "RESET":
a.digitalWrite(es,a.HIGH);
return render_template('expthree/index.html')
@expthree.route("/_t1lvl")
def _t1lvl():
logdata()
tank1lvl = t1lread();
return jsonify(t1lvl=tank1lvl)
@expthree.route("/_t2lvl")
def _t2lvl():
tank2lvl = t2lread();
return jsonify(t2lvl=tank2lvl)
@expthree.route("/_curval")
def _curval():
cvfl = curead();
return jsonify(curval=cvfl)
@expthree.route("/logthree")
def logthree():
try:
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return
send_file('/home/pi/Tanks/data/config_3.csv',
mimetype='text/doc',
attachment_filename='config_3.csv',
as_attachment=True)
except Exception as e:
return str(e)

//exp.py
from nanpy import ArduinoApi
from nanpy import SerialManager
from time import sleep
connection = SerialManager(device='/dev/ttyACM0')
a = ArduinoApi(connection=connection)
p1 = 11;
s1 = 14;
s2 = 16;
es = 9;
a.pinMode(p1, a.OUTPUT);
a.pinMode(es, a.OUTPUT);
a.pinMode(s1, a.INPUT);
a.pinMode(s2, a.INPUT);
def doexp(value,time):
print (value);
print (time);
valnum=int(value);
timenum=int(time);
lvl = ((valnum*1023)/30)+25;
a.digitalWrite(p1,a.HIGH);
i=0;
while i<timenum:
sen1 = a.analogRead(s1);
sen2 = a.analogRead(s2);
if sen2 >= lvl:
a.digitalWrite(p1,a.LOW);
sleep(0.5);
elif sen1 >=750:
a.digitalWrite(p1,a.LOW);
sleep(0.5);
else:
a.digitalWrite(p1,a.HIGH);
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sleep(0.5);
i=i+1;
sleep(0.5);
print (i);
a.digitalWrite(p1,a.LOW);

//index.html
{% extends "base.html" %}
{% block title %}NIU Remote Laboratory{% endblock %}
{% block styles %}
{{super()}}
<style>
table, th, tr, td {
border: 2px solid black;
</style>
{% endblock %}
{% block scripts %}
{{super()}}
<script src="http://code.jquery.com/jquery1.11.2.min.js"></script>
<script
src="http://code.highcharts.com/highcharts.js"></script>
<script
src="http://code.highcharts.com/modules/exporting.js"></sc
ript>
<script type="text/javascript" src="{{ url_for('static',
filename='fusioncharts.js')}}"></script>
<script type="text/javascript"
src="http://static.fusioncharts.com/code/latest/themes/fus
ioncharts.theme.fint.js?cacheBust=56"></script>
<script type="text/javascript">
$(
function t1lvl()
{
$.getJSON('/expthree/_t1lvl', function(data)
{
$("#t1lvl").text(data.t1lvl);
setTimeout(function(){t1lvl();},1000);
});
}
);
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$(
function t2lvl()
{
$.getJSON('/expthree/_t2lvl', function(data)
{
$("#t2lvl").text(data.t2lvl);
setTimeout(function(){t2lvl();},1000);
});
}
);
$(
function curval()
{
$.getJSON('/expthree/_curval', function(data)
{
$("#curval").text(data.curval);
setTimeout(function(){curval();},500);
});
}
);
$(function () {
$(document).ready(function() {
$(chart1).highcharts({
legend: {enabled: false},
credits: {enabled: false},
chart: {
type: 'line',
animation: Highcharts.svg,
events: {
load: function() {
var series = this.series[0];
setInterval(function() {
var x = Date.now(),
tempa =
document.getElementById('t1lvl').innerHTML;
y = Number(tempa);
series.addPoint([x, y], true,
true);
},1000);
}
}
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},
title: {
text: 'Tank 1 Level'
},
exporting: {
enabled: false
},
xAxis: {
type: 'datetime',
tickPixelInterval: 150
},
yAxis: {
title: {
text: 'Water level'
}
},
series: [{
data: (function () {
var data = [],
time = Date.now(),
i;
for (i = -10; i<=0; i += 1) {
var tempa =
document.getElementById('t1lvl').innerHTML;
data.push({
x: time + i * 1000,
y: Number(tempa)
});
}
return data;
}())
}]
});
});
});
$(function () {
$(document).ready(function() {
$(chart2).highcharts({
legend: {enabled: false},
credits: {enabled: false},
chart: {
type: 'line',
animation: Highcharts.svg,
marginRight: 10,
events: {
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load: function() {
var series = this.series[0];
setInterval(function() {
var x = Date.now(),
tempa =
document.getElementById('t2lvl').innerHTML;
y = Number(tempa);
series.addPoint([x, y], true,
true);
},1000);
}
}
},
title: {
text: 'Tank 2 Level'
},
exporting: {
enabled: false
},
xAxis: {
type: 'datetime',
tickPixelInterval: 150
},
yAxis: {
title: {
text: 'Water level'
}
},
series: [{
data: (function () {
var data = [],
time = Date.now(),
i;
for (i = -10; i<=0; i += 1) {
var tempa =
document.getElementById('t2lvl').innerHTML;
data.push({
x: time + i * 1000,
y: Number(tempa)
});
}
return data;
}())
}]
});
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});
});
$(function () {
$(document).ready(function() {
$(chart3).highcharts({
legend: {enabled: false},
credits: {enabled: false},
chart: {
type: 'line',
animation: Highcharts.svg,
events: {
load: function() {
var series = this.series[0];
setInterval(function() {
var x = Date.now(),
tempa =
document.getElementById('curval').innerHTML;
y = Number(tempa);
series.addPoint([x, y], true, true);
},500);
}
}
},
title: {
text: 'Pump Current'
},
exporting: {
enabled: false
},
xAxis: {
type: 'datetime',
tickPixelInterval: 150
},
yAxis: {
title: {
text: 'Current (A)'
}
},
series: [{
data: (function () {
var data = [],
time = Date.now(),
i;
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for (i = -10; i<=0; i += 1) {
var tempa =
document.getElementById('curval').innerHTML;
data.push({
x: time + i * 1000,
y: Number(tempa)
});
}
return data;
}())
}]
});
});
});
FusionCharts.ready(function(){
var fusioncharts = new FusionCharts({
type: 'cylinder',
dataFormat: 'json',
id: 'fuelMeter-1',
renderAt: 'chart-container1',
width: '150',
height: '180',
dataSource: {
"chart": {
"theme": "fint",
"caption": "Tank 1 Level",
"subcaption": " ",
"lowerLimit": "0",
"upperLimit": "30",
"lowerLimitDisplay": "Empty",
"upperLimitDisplay": "30 cms",
"numberSuffix": " cms",
"showValue": "1",
"chartBottomMargin": "0",
"showValue": "0"
},
"value": "0",
"annotations": {
"origw": "400",
"origh": "190",
"autoscale": "1",
"groups": [{
"id": "range",
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}]
}
},
"events": {
"rendered": function(evtObj, argObj) {
var intervalVar = setInterval(function() {
var fuelVolume1 =
document.getElementById('t1lvl').innerHTML;
var temp = Number(fuelVolume1);
FusionCharts.items["fuelMeter1"].feedData("value="+temp);
}, 1000);
}
}
});
fusioncharts.render();
});
FusionCharts.ready(function(){
var fusioncharts = new FusionCharts({
type: 'cylinder',
dataFormat: 'json',
id: 'fuelMeter-2',
renderAt: 'chart-container2',
width: '150',
height: '180',
dataSource: {
"chart": {
"theme": "fint",
"caption": "Tank 2 Level",
"subcaption": " ",
"lowerLimit": "0",
"upperLimit": "30",
"lowerLimitDisplay": "Empty",
"upperLimitDisplay": "30 cms",
"numberSuffix": " cms",
"showValue": "1",
"chartBottomMargin": "0",
"showValue": "0"
},
"value": "0",
"annotations": {
"origw": "400",
"origh": "190",
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"autoscale": "1",
"groups": [{
"id": "range",
}]
}
},
"events": {
"rendered": function(evtObj, argObj) {
var intervalVar = setInterval(function() {
var fuelVolume2 =
document.getElementById('t2lvl').innerHTML;
var temp = Number(fuelVolume2);
FusionCharts.items["fuelMeter2"].feedData("value="+temp);
}, 1000);
}
}
});
fusioncharts.render();
});
</script>
{% endblock %}
{% block page_content %}
<table width="804px">
<tr width="804px">
<td colspan="3">
<center><h4>Configuration 3 - Control Tank 2 - Inlet
for Tanks 1 & 2</h4></center>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td width="275px" rowspan="2"> <!-- Left Column -->
<center>
<div id="chart-container1">FusionCharts XT will load
here!</div>
<h4><span id="t1lvl"></span>cm</h4>
<div id="chart-container2">FusionCharts XT will load
here!</div>
<h4><span id="t2lvl"></span>cm</h4>
</br>
<form action="ctrl_sys" method="POST">
<input style="background-color:#FF0000;
color:black; font-weight: bold" type="submit"
name="sysctrl" value="E-STOP">
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<input style="background-color:#008000;
color:black; font-weight: bold" type="submit"
name="sysctrl" value="RESET">
</form>
</center>
</td>
<td width="275px" rowspan="2"> <!-- Middle Column -->
<center>
<div id="chart1" class="chart" style="height: 180px;
width: 200px" ></div></b>
<div id="chart2" class="chart" style="height: 180px;
width: 200px" ></div></b>
<div id="chart3" class="chart" style="height: 180px;
width: 200px" ></div></b>
</center>
</td>
<td width="250px" height="250px"> <!-- Right Column ->
<center>
<b>User Settings for Tank 2</b>
</br>
</br>
<form action="exp_pump" method="POST">
Water Level &nbsp <input type="number" name="value"
min="1" max="20">cm</br>
Expt Duration <input type="number" name="time"
min="30" max="180">sec</br></br>
<button class='btn-btn-inverse' name="exp_pump">
Run Experiment
</button>
</form>
</br>
<b>Instant Pump Current <span
id="curval"></span>A</b>
</br>
</br>
<a href="/expthree/logthree" style="color:
#000000;"><button class='btn1 btn-inverse'> Download Log
</button></a>
</center></td>
</td>
</tr>
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<tr>
<td>
<center>
<b>Live Streaming</b>
<br/>
<br/>
<img src="{{url_for('home.video_feed')}}">
</center>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
{% endblock %}

